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Abstract 

Phase correction has the potential to increase the image quality of real-time 3D 

(RT3D) ultrasound, especially for transcranial ultrasound.  Such improvement would 

increase the diagnostic utility of transcranial ultrasound, leading to improvements in 

stroke diagnosis, treatment, and monitoring.  This work describes the implementation of 

the multi-lag least-squares cross-correlation and partial array speckle brightness 

methods for static and moving targets and the investigation of contrast-enhanced (CE) 

RT3D transcranial ultrasound. 

The feasibility of using phase aberration correction with 2D arrays and RT3D 

ultrasound was investigated.  Using the multi-lag cross-correlation method on electronic 

and physical aberrators, we showed the ability of 3D phase aberration correction to 

increase anechoic cyst identification, image brightness, contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR), 

and, in 3D color Doppler experiments, the ability to visualize flow.  With a physical 

aberrator, CNR increased by 13%, while the number of detectable cysts increased from 

4.3 to 7.7. 

We performed an institutional review board (IRB) approved clinical trial to 

assess the ability of a novel ultrasound technique, namely RT3D CE transcranial 

ultrasound. Using micro-bubble contrast agent, we scanned 17 healthy volunteers via a 

single temporal window and 9 via the sub-occipital window and report our detection 

rates for the major cerebral vessels.  In 82% of subjects, we identified the ipsilateral circle 
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of Willis from the temporal window, and in 65% we imaged the entire circle of Willis.  

From the sub-occipital window, we detected the entire vertebrobasilar circulation in 22% 

of subjects, and in 50% the basilar artery.   

We then compared the performance of the multi-lag cross-correlation method 

with partial array reference on static and moving targets for an electronic aberrator.  

After showing that the multi-lag method performs better, we evaluated its performance 

with a physical aberrator.  Using static targets, the correction resulted in an average 

contrast increase of 22.2%, compared to 13.2% using moving targets.  The CNR increased 

by 20.5% and 12.8%, respectively.  Doppler signal strength and number of Doppler 

voxels increased, by 5.6% and 14.4%, respectively, for the static method, and 9.3% and 

4.9% for moving targets.   

We performed two successful in vivo aberration corrections.  We used this data 

and measure the isoplanatic patch size to be an average of 10.1°.  The number of Doppler 

voxels increased by 38.6% and 19.2% for the two corrections.  In both volunteers, 

correction enabled the visualization of a vessel not present in the uncorrected volume.   

These results are promising, and could potentially have a significant impact on public 

health. 

Lastly, we show preliminary work testing the feasibility of a unique portable 

dedicated transcranial ultrasound system capable of simultaneous scanning from all 
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three acoustic windows. Such a system would ideally be used in a preclinical setting, 

such as an ambulance. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Transcranial Ultrasound 

Stroke encompasses a wide variety of cerebrovascular disease, including 

ischemic stroke and hemorrhagic stroke [1].  Stroke is the third leading cause of death in 

the U.S., responsible for 160,000 deaths in the year 2000, with a prevalence of 11.3 per 

1000, or 4,000,000 individuals.  It is the leading cause of disability among adults in the 

United States, costing some $56 billion per year [2].  As our population ages, the public 

health burden and number of deaths associated with stroke are expected to triple to 

approximately 500,000 deaths by the year 2050. 

Intravenous treatment with the thrombolytic drug tissue plasminogen activator 

(t-PA) is the only approved pharmacological intervention demonstrated to improve 

mortality and functional outcome in ischemic stroke; however, intravenous 

thrombolysis is only effective when administered within three hours of the onset of 

symptoms [3].  Unfortunately, the symptoms of stroke may vary widely, depending on 

the location of cerebral ischemia.  Additionally, use of t-PA and other thrombolytic 

agents can cause intracerebral hemorrhage in 6% of patients [4, 5].  This, coupled with 

physician reluctance to make a clinical diagnosis, contributes to the low incidence of t-

PA therapy for stroke patients.  Thus, speed and diagnostic accuracy are essential to 

manage the treatment of the individual patient during stroke onset and progression.  

There have been prolific advances in technologies to image brain and cerebral 
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vasculature, enabling understanding of the pathophysiology of stroke and improving 

the management of stroke patients.  Progress in neuroimaging includes visualization of 

cerebrovascular changes via computed tomography angiography (CTA) and magnetic 

resonance angiography (MRA), in addition to traditional X-ray angiography [1].   

These modalities, however, suffer limitations of cost, availability, complexity, 

and ease of use in the uncooperative patient.  For example, “Advances in Stroke 2004” 

cites the Genentech stroke survey, which demonstrated that the mean time from stroke 

symptom onset to a CT exam was 4 hours, i.e. already outside the time window set by 

the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke for use of t-PA [6].  The 

paper also notes a study that reports that only 11% of patients are eligible for t-PA 

therapy, due to delays, and urges a major public health effort to treat stroke rapidly.  It 

is imperative, then, to shorten the delay between onset of symptoms and diagnosis and 

administration of t-PA.  Contrast-enhanced (CE) real-time 3D (RT3D) transcranial 

ultrasound can serve as a portable screen of patients to help diagnose stroke.  Since t-PA 

can complicate hemorrhagic stroke, it is unlikely that RT3D ultrasound, with a limited 

field of view of the brain, could definitively rule out such pathology, and thus initiate t-

PA treatment.  It would, however, be useful in alerting a physician to the arrival of a 

likely stroke victim, and would help to route the patient to a stroke center instead of a 

smaller hospital, improving patient care and outcomes [7].  In addition, preparations for 

other imaging modalities and therapy planning could be made in advance, shortening 
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the time to diagnosis and treatment.  Afterwards, transcranial ultrasound can be used 

for therapy and monitoring, since it is capable of real-time monitoring of thrombolytic 

intervention and enhances its efficacy [8]. 

Since the 1980s, transcranial ultrasound has been a valuable tool in neurology for 

the diagnosis and evaluation of stroke.  The state of the art transcranial ultrasound 

examination includes the use of a phased-array scanner, operating at approximately 2 

MHz, applied to the temporal and sub-occipital acoustic windows, combined with the 

administration of contrast agents and examination of blood vessels with color, power, 

and spectral Doppler [9, 10].  Examination using CE ultrasound has shown advantages 

over traditional US in assessing ischemic cerebrovascular disease by visualizing 

intracranial arteries and collateral circulation [11-14], in the vascularization of tumors 

[11], and has also made possible perfusion imaging of the brain [15].  Recently, there 

have also been descriptions of offline reconstructed CE 3D transcranial US scanning, 

achieved by rotation of the transducer or electromagnetic positioning of the transducer.  

The process takes several minutes and has shown advantages in the assessment of 

collateral circulation [16], the diagnosis of vascular anatomy and lesion vascularity for 

tumors [17], and the analysis of intracranial aneurysms [18].   

The value of transcranial ultrasound to the neurologist is surprising given its 

poor image quality compared to CT, MR, and angiographic imaging. The continued 

success of this modality points to its inherent strong advantages over other imaging in a 
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clinical setting.  All transcranial ultrasound is real-time, portable, non-invasive, and low 

cost.  It is a bedside technology ideal for the restless or uncooperative patient and retains 

widespread use for acute and intensive care applications as well as for therapy 

monitoring and perioperative management in spite of its limits.  If transcranial 

ultrasound image quality can be improved, the potential public health impact will be 

enormous. 

Of course, the skull bone, with its high attenuation and acoustic impedance, is a 

formidable barrier to improvement of transcranial ultrasound.  The impedance of brain 

tissue is 1.5 MRayls, while the impedance of skull is 4.8 MRayls [19, 20].  The proportion 

of transmitted power to incident power, T, for plane waves is calculated using the 

equation  

21 RT −= ,       (1) 

for the reflection coefficient, R, 

12

12

ZZ

ZZ
R

+

−
= ,        (2) 

where Z1 is the acoustic impedance of brain tissue and Z2 is the acoustic impedance of 

skull.  Thus, 11 dB of intensity is reflected in pulse-echo transcranial ultrasound, 

lowering the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).  The skull is comprised of three layers: the 

inner table, the diploe, and the outer table.   The inner and outer tables have attenuation 

coefficients of 2.8 dB/(cm MHz), compared to 25-70 dB/(cm MHz) in the diploe [21].  

Assuming average thicknesses of 1.46, 2.29, and 1.49 mm for the three layers, 
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respectively, this amounts to an attenuation of  23.5 dB / MHz for pulse-echo imaging 

[20].  Fortunately, the acoustic window in the temporal area of the skull bone is thin, 

compact and relatively free of internal scatterers, and thus provides imaging access to 

the cerebral vessels. For example, a study of skull thickness in the Japanese population 

showed that the temporal region varied in thickness from only 2 to 3 mm [22].   This 

translates to a maximum pulse-echo attenuation of a relatively paltry 1.7 dB/MHz.   

One must then examine the variations in skull thickness over the acoustic 

windows as a primary source of image degradation.  In both transmit and receive 

modes, the ultrasound beamformer assumes a speed of sound of 1540 m/s, while in 

transcranial scanning, the speeds of sound in the skull, cS, and brain, cB, are  2650 m/s 

[20] and 1530 m/s, respectively.  Thus, variations in skull thickness over the face of the 

transducer, Δz(x,y), result in shifts in the arrival time of the ultrasound to and from each 

array element, leading to shifts in phase, or phase aberrations, Δφ, where  

 

( ) .
11

,2 0 







−∆=∆

BS cc
yxzfπφ .        (3) 

These phase aberrations broaden the ultrasound beam degrading spatial resolution, 

reducing the image contrast and sensitivity of transcranial ultrasound images. 
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1.2 Objective 

The objective of my dissertation was to implement phase aberration correction 

on a real-time 3D ultrasound system.  I proposed that phase-aberration correction using 

a 2D transducer to properly sample the aberrator in both elevation and azimuth 

dimensions would lead to improved image quality of real-time 3D transcranial 

ultrasound.  Such a system could help screen patients for stroke, potentially identifying 

thrombi, indicating them for neuro-protectants, alerting neurological teams of their 

arrival, and routing them to stroke centers, increasing the likelihood they would receive 

t-PA and commensurately improving their clinical outcomes.  In addition, improved 3D 

transcranial ultrasound could better monitor and enhance thrombolytic treatment.   

1.3 Phase Aberration Correction 

Recently, researchers have applied adaptive imaging techniques, including phase 

aberration correction, to 1.75D arrays, typically 3×80 to 8×96 elements [23-27].  These 

multi-row arrays allow focusing in both azimuth and elevation dimensions and enable 

better estimation of aberration profiles.  These methods have been shown to increase 

image resolution and contrast by correcting 2D aberrations in the acoustic wavefront.  

Acoustic wavefront aberration and errors in beamforming can originate from many 

different causes, though generally from tissue inhomogeneities or gross sound speed 

errors.  These can result in amplitude and/or phase errors in received wavefronts. 

Aberrators can be modeled as either being distributed throughout the media, or as being 
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a thin layer that disturbs only phase, the so-called near-field phase-screen model [28].  

The measured aberration profiles are generally characterized by their root-mean-square 

(RMS) amplitude (measured in ns) and their full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) 

autocorrelation length (measured in mm).  Past measurements have shown breast 

aberrators, for example, to have a correlation length, and therefore spatial period, from 

2-8 mm [23].  It is thus imperative to adequately sample this aberrator by using a 

sampling (i.e. inter-element spacing) of at most 1 mm.  While most 1D transducers meet 

this criterion in the lateral dimension, they fall far from it in the elevation dimension.  

Even with 1.75D arrays, there is limited sampling in the elevation dimension, with 

typical elevation dimensions of 1 mm [29] to 2.5 mm [27].  Research has suggested that 

an elevation pitch at least 75% but perhaps as fine as 25 to 30% of the aberration 

correlation length might be needed for effective aberration measurements [24, 30].  This 

leads one to conclude that 2D arrays, with elements equally spaced in elevation and 

azimuth, should yield better results when estimating a complex 2D aberrator.  With a 2D 

matrix array, however, equal sampling can be achieved in the azimuth and elevation 

dimensions.   

Although there are many methods and models for estimating and correcting 

aberrations, we believe our case to be best suited to the near-field phase-screen model, 

and we chose to focus on two algorithms, the multi-lag least-squares cross-correlation 

algorithm [23, 28, 31], and the temporally-parallel partial array reference speckle 
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brightness algorithm [32, 33].  Other methods that have been explored for transcranial 

phase aberration correction include using time-reversal mirrors on a point source or an 

induced cavitation bubble [34], MRI and CT guidance for ultrasonic therapy and 

imaging [35], and shear-mode conversion, which lessens the effect of the aberration, due 

to a relative match in the shear-wave speed of sound in skull, cSS = 1400 m/s, and the 

longitudinal-wave speed in brain, cBL = 1530 m/s [36].  Methods applicable to distributed 

aberrators include time-reversal mirrors [34],  generalized coherence factor 

maximization [37], and the reference waveform method for phase-screens a distance 

from the transducer [31].   

1.4 Summary of Chapters 

Chapters 2-4 discuss my work towards phase aberration correction for 3D 

transcranial ultrasound.  Chapter 2 is a feasibility study of implementing phase 

aberration correction on a RT3D ultrasound system.  The multi-lag least-squares cross-

correlation method was used to correct electronic and physical aberrators. It was shown 

that adaptive imaging would increase image brightness, contrast, contrast-to-noise ratio 

(CNR), lesion detection, and Doppler visualization.  This chapter was published in IEEE 

Transactions on Ultrasonics, Ferroelectrics, and Frequency Control under the title “Phase 

Aberration Correction with a 3D Ultrasound Scanner: Feasibility Study” [38].   

Chapter 3 describes the results of performing a pilot study for RT3D CE 

transcranial ultrasound in the clinic.  We scanned 17 healthy volunteers from one 
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temporal window, and on 9 of those we imaged from the sub-occipital window as well.  

A neurologist and a sonographer reviewed the volumes to identify the major cerebral 

vessels, and we report the detection rates. A typical 3D Doppler volume rendering is 

shown in Figure 1, showing the major cerebral vessels.  We also used this opportunity to 

attempt aberration correction on five volunteers. Due to an error in the correction code, 

only one subject’s data were valid.  In those set of volumes, the observers reported the 

presence of the contralateral A1 segment of the anterior cerebral artery in the corrected 

volume, while they did not identify it in the aberrated volume.  Figure 2 shows the 

results from this subject.  This chapter was published in Ultrasound in Medicine and 

Biology under the title “Real-Time 3D Transcranial Ultrasound and Aberration 

Correction” [39].   
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Figure 1: Typical 3D Doppler rendering with skull.  Axial view of Complete Circle of 

Willis from a volunteer. Left is posterior direction and right anterior; transducer is at 

top of image, on left temporal window.  Major cerebral vessels are visible: ipsilateral 

and contralateral (top and bottom) middle cerebral arteries (M1), posterior cerebral 

arteries, and anterior cerebral arteries (A1 and A2 segments).  
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Figure 2: In vivo Phase Aberration Correction. Aberrated (A) and Corrected (B) 3-D 

Doppler volume renderings of the circle of Willis, comprised of ipsilateral and 

contralateral middle cerebral arteries (M1), posterior cerebral arteries (P1), and 

anterior cerebral arteries (A1).  The corrected volume shows an increase in number of 

Doppler voxels of 39% as well as the presence of the contralateral A1 not present in 

the aberrated volume. 

Chapter 4 describes a comparison between two phase correction algorithms, 

multi-lag cross-correlation and partial array reference speckle brightness, for static and 

moving targets.  The algorithms were evaluated based on their residual errors after 

correcting 9 different electronic aberrators.  The better of the two algorithms, multi-lag 

cross-correlation, was then used to correct six physical aberrators, and the results are 

shown.  The method was also used to estimate the size of the isoplanatic patch of our 

physical skull-casting aberrator.  This chapter was submitted to IEEE Transactions on 

Ultrasonics, Ferroelectrics, and Frequency Control, under the title “Comparison of 3-D 
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Multi-Lag Cross-Correlation and Speckle Brightness Aberration Correction Algorithms 

on Static and Moving Targets.” 

Chapter 5 describes proposed future work for 3D phase aberration correction.  

First, we show results from a second in vivo phase correction.  We also use this data and 

the data from Chapter 3 to calculate in vivo isoplanatic patch sizes.  After describing 

possible pathways to improve the usefulness of transcranial phase correction, we show 

preliminary work towards a dedicated 3D transcranial ultrasound system using two or 

three transducers to simultaneously image via multiple transcranial windows.  Such a 

system could be used in a first-responder setting, perhaps coupled with telemedicine to 

help screen patients for cerebrovascular disease and route them to a stroke center.  Some 

of the work contained in section 5.4 has been published in Ultrasound in Medicine and 

Biology, under the title “The Ultrasound Brain Helmet: Feasibility Study of Multiple 

Simultaneous 3D Scans of Cerebral Vasculature.”  
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2. Phase Aberration Correction with a 3D Ultrasound 
Scanner 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the initial feasibility study of implementing phase 

aberration correction on a real-time 3D ultrasound scanner.  We used the static multi-lag 

least-means-squares normalized cross-correlation method and evaluated its 

performance with an electronic and a physical aberrators.  The results are then described 

and discussed. 

2.2 Methods 

2.1.1 Volumetrics Scanner and Transducers 

The commercial Duke/Volumetrics Medical Imaging (VMI, Durham, NC) 

ultrasound scanner generates a real-time 3D pyramidal scan of 65°-120° using up to 512 

transmit and 256 receive [40, 41] elements.  The scanner uses 16:1 parallel receive 

processing to generate 4096 B-mode image lines from 256 transmits at up to 30 volumes 

per second.  Figure 3 shows a schematic of the matrix phased-array transducer 

producing the pyramidal scan and displaying two simultaneous orthogonal B-scans 

(perpendicular to the transducer array) and two C-scans (parallel to the array).  These 

planes may be positioned at any desired angle and depth in the pyramid, both during 

the scanning operation and also during playback.  The system also displays real-time 3D 

rendered images, as well as real-time 3-D spectral and color flow Doppler imaging.   
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Figure 3: The Volumetrics scanner uses a 2D matrix array to image a 65°×65° 

pyramidal volume and can simultaneously display two orthogonal B-scans and two 

oblique C-scans. 

Transcranial transducers used in this feasibility study both consisted of a 40 × 40 

= 1600 element sparse 2D array operating with 30% fractional bandwidth at 2.5MHz and 

3.5MHz, Volumetrics model numbers VL25B and VL35A, respectively, previously 

described by Light et al 1998 [42].  The active elements of the array, shown in Figure 4, 

include 440 transmit elements and 256 receive elements with a minimum inter-element 

spacing of 0.35 mm and total aperture diameter = 13 mm.    

The average element uniformity over a 4×4 group of receive elements in the 

center of the 2.5MHz array was tested by pulsing a needle hydrophone (Materials 

Assurance, Norwich, CT) with a Panametrics Model 5073PR (Waltham, MA) 

pulser/receiver set to have a PRF of 500Hz, energy of 2 and damping of 1, while 
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receiving on individual elements of the transducer.  Averaged (100×) oscilloscope traces 

were downloaded to a computer, and the normalized covariance between nearest 

neighbors was found.  The average nearest-neighbor element uniformity was thus found 

to be 99.3%.   

 

 

Figure 4: Transducer Layout: The periodic array used has 440 active elements.  All 

elements transmit; the 256 square elements receive, × elements are transmit-only.  

Solid and dashed boxes show successive positions of the aperture for RF acquisition 
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Figure 5: Pulse-echo impulse response of 2.5 MHz transducer in time and frequency 

domains. 

2.1.2 Data Acquisition 

 To acquire the raw radio-frequency (RF) speckle data for aberration correction 

we focused the 440 transmit elements at 4 or 7 cm down the center of the 3D scan (0° 

azimuth, 0° elevation) in a tissue phantom while receiving on an aperture of 2×2 

elements, highlighted in the solid box in  Figure 4.  A schematic of the dataflow is shown 

in Figure 6.  The 2×2 aperture is stepped across the entire receive aperture with every 

new transmit pulse, as illustrated by the dashed box in Figure 4.  This results in 221 RF 
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data lines sampled at 0.7mm spacing on the transducer aperture.  The RF data is 

amplified using the Panametrics amplifier and sent to a Signatec PDA12 waveform 

digitizer (Corona, CA) installed in a Dell PC.  The digitizer acquires an 8 mm long echo 

centered about the focus at 7 cm and sampled at 25 MHz.  The digitizer has 2MB of 

onboard memory, and thus has sufficient space to capture multiple series of these 221 

lines and average them for increased SNR; we found that 15 averages gave an SNR 

sufficiently high for correction.  The data is then read by MATLAB (The Mathworks, 

Natick, MA) and manipulated there. 

 

Figure 6: Dataflow.  The Volumetrics system outputs analog RF data to a PC which, 

after calculating phase-shifts, sends these data back via a TCP/IP connection. 
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2.1.3 Phantoms and Aberrators 

The electronic aberrator used was a profile from a polymer casting of the human 

temporal bone we measured by transmitting on single elements, receiving on a needle 

hydrophone, and using the linear multi-lag least-squares cross-correlation method 

detailed below to compute time-shifts [23, 28, 43].  The RMS of the aberration was 101 ns 

with an average autocorrelation width of 3.76 mm.  For physical aberrators, we used the 

same skull casting and placed it between the transducer and the phantom of interest.  To 

evaluate image brightness and CNR, we used a Gammex RMI 408 Spherical Cyst 

Phantom (Middleton, WI)  with anechoic spheres of 4 mm diameter, contrast = -35 dB, as 

a test object.  For evaluation of Doppler performance, we used an ATS Laboratories 

model 523A (Bridgeport, CT) Doppler phantom with a two millimeter vessel.  A 10 g/L 

mixture of cornstarch in water flowed, gravity fed, at a constant rate through the tubing 

while scanning.   

2.1.4 Cramer-Rao Lower Bound Measurements 

The Cramer-Rao lower bound describes a lower-bound for correlation based 

time delay estimators [44].  It is especially useful to both predict the performance of a 

phase-correction scheme and also compare the performance of various schemes [45].  

Integral to the calculation of the Cramer-Rao lower bound, or jitter, is the determination 

of the spatial correlation of the aperture.  The Van Cittert-Zernicke theorem states that 

for an incoherent, diffuse source, the receive spatial correlation function is equal to the 
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Fourier transform of the intensity pattern of the incoherent source [46, 47].  Therefore the 

mutual coherence, ΓAB, of two stationary signals A and B located at x1 and x2 can be 

described by 

( ) ( ),, 2121 xxRxx TTAB −=Γ       (1) 

where RTT is the autocorrelation of the transmit aperture.  This value declines with 

aberration present.  In Figure 7, we see the auto-correlations of both the transmit 

aperture for our periodic array (solid line) and for a fully sampled array of the same 

footprint (dotted line), which therefore give us the maximum correlation value for lines 

of speckle data as a function of separation between receive apertures.  Thus, for our 

periodic array, the correlation of adjacent receive elements is 89.6%, while for a fully 

sampled array the correlation of adjacent receive elements increases to 96.4%.  Using our 

2×2 geometry, we calculate a theoretical correlation of 95.4% for half-overlapping 

apertures. 
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Figure 7: The correlation between speckle signals is shown as a function of spacing 

for our periodic array (solid line) and for a fully sampled array of the same footprint 

(dashed line).  The dotted line shows the value for adjacent receive elements on the 

array. 

As an experimental check of the Van Cittert-Zernicke prediction, we acquired ten 

sets of unaberrated speckle data from the tissue-mimicking phantom and calculated the 

maximum correlation between nearest neighbors yielding an average value of 83.8 ± 

4.1%, which is in reasonable agreement with the predicted 95.4% above. 
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The Cramer-Rao lower bound shows the jitter of a correlation-based time delay 

estimator to be 
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where τ is the jitter, f0 is the array center frequency, B is the -6dB fractional bandwidth, ρ 

is the correlation coefficient between two signals, and SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio of 

the data [44].  We computed the correlation coefficient between subsequent 

measurements taken from the same 2x2 element receive aperture for an average of 

97.8%.  It can be shown using the definitions of SNR and the correlation coefficient, that 

for a zero-mean process, [48] 

.
1 ρ
ρ
−

=SNR             (3) 

Using the measured correlation and (3) we computed a signal-to-noise ratio of 16.5 dB.  

Using our experimental results and (2), we calculated a lower bound of the jitter of 11.3 

ns for our aberration measurements with the 2.5 MHz array. 

2.1.5 Aberration Estimation 

A linear multi-lag, least-squares cross-correlation method was used to estimate 

the aberration profile [23, 28, 43].  In this algorithm, time-delay estimates are calculated 

for four nearest-neighbors, two in both azimuth and elevation.  Calculation of time-

delay estimates in this manner yields an over-determined system of equations for which 
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least-mean-squares will provide the best fit aberration profile that enforces phase 

closure.  Using this method, time-shift estimates, vector T, are found by using the 

equation 

DMMMT TT 1)( −= ,     (4) 

where D is a vector comprised of the differential time shift between elements, and M is 

the 409×221 model matrix, which specifies how the arrival times are related to time 

estimates between element pairs.  This process yields 221 time-shifts, Δτ, for each group 

of four receive elements.  This map of time-shifts is then interpolated to yield the shift at 

each receive and transmit element in Figure 4 and then converted into system clock 

cycles (25 ns increments) for a total of 768 shifts. 

2.1.6 Data Transfer 

To send the time-shifts back to the scanner, we encode the 768 Δτ’s as 1 Byte 

numbers and send them to the scanner as a UDP datagram via a TCP/IP transfer over a 

10baseT Ethernet connection.  The scanner, upon receiving these shifts, runs a 

subroutine to update the system delays.  For transmit, there are 524 thousand delays 

(512 elements × 256 lines × 4 modes (B-mode, M-mode, 3D pulse Doppler, and 3D color 

flow Doppler)) and for receive there are 10 million delays (256 elements × 256 lines × 16:1 

parallel processing lines × 10 focal zones).  Updating these delays on the 100 MHz clock 

and transferring the delays to the receive processor boards over the 10 Maud bus takes 
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about 18 seconds.  Once all the delays are updated, the system resumes scanning.  The 

whole process takes one minute.   

2.2 Results 

2.2.1 Electronic Aberrator 

 

Figure 8: Electronic Aberrator.  Simultaneous orthogonal B-mode and C-mode image 

planes from 3D scans of the RMI 408 tissue phantom with 4 mm spherical anechoic 

lesions.  The figure compares the control (A), aberrated (B) and phase corrected (C) 

images. 

Figure 8 shows control (A), aberrated (B), and corrected (C), results from an 

electronic aberrator experiment performed at a constant gain setting.  The electronic 

aberrator’s delays were applied to both transmit and receive delays in the beamformer 

of the Volumetrics scanner resulting in the image in Figure 8B.  After an estimate of the 

aberration profile was made using the process detailed above, these measured delays 
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were subtracted from the applied delays to leave a residual aberrator.  These residual 

delays were applied to the RF through the system’s beamformer to produce a corrected 

scan.  This process was repeated three times, until the image quality stabilized.  This 

residual aberrator was RMS 52 ns with a 2.4 mm correlation length, and the final 

corrected image is shown in Figure 8C.  To evaluate the performance of the correction on 

image quality, we used three metrics: number of detectable cysts, average speckle 

brightness (mean pixel value at a given depth), and contrast-to-noise ratio, CNR, defined 

as  

22
cystspeckle

cystspeckle SS
CNR

σσ +

−
=      (5) 

where Scyst and Sspeckle are the signals in a cyst and in a adjacent area of speckle and σ2 

denotes the variance of the subscripted signal [49, 50].  The average numbers of cysts 

present in the three orthogonal images, as judged by three independent observers, are 14 

in the control, 4 in the aberrated, and 14 in the corrected.  The average brightness 

increased in the corrected scan by 41%, returning to 77% of its original value.  The CNR 

calculated from the cysts which all observers detected increased from 0.87 ± 0.06 to 1.33 ± 

0.23 matching the control value of 1.29 ± 0.37.   
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2.2.2 Physical Aberrator 

 

Figure 9: Physical Aberrator.  Simultaneous orthogonal B-mode and C-mode image 

planes from 3D scans of the RMI 408 tissue phantom with 4 mm spherical anechoic 

lesions.  The figure compares the control (A), aberrated (B) and phase corrected (C) 

images for a skull cast aberrator. 

In Figure 9, we show the results of a phase aberration correction on a piece of 

polymer casting of a human temporal bone with a 3.5 MHz transducer.  The attenuation 

of the casting prevents us from leaving the gain constant between images; when the 

aberrated case is sufficiently bright, the control is saturated.  Thus we adjusted gain to 

maximize perceived quality in each image.  We measured the aberrator to have an RMS 

phase-shift of 45.0 ns and a correlation length of 3.35 mm.  Again, the average number of 
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cysts detected by three independent observers and CSR were used as image quality 

metrics.  In the control B-scans, Figure 9A, on average 14.3 cysts are detected, compared 

to 4.3 in the aberrated image, Figure 9B, and 7.7 in the corrected image, Figure 9C.  For 

the cysts identified by all three observers, the CSR increased from 1.01 ± 0.52 in the 

aberrated to 1.14 ± 0.17 in the corrected, a return to 79% of its original value of 1.45 ± 

0.45.   
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2.3.3 Color Doppler  

 

Figure 10:  Physical Aberrator Doppler Correction.  The columns show control (A), 

aberrated (B), and corrected (C) images of a 2 mm vessel with constant flow.  The rows 

show the scanner’s three orthogonal images.   Images were taken with constant B-

mode and Color gain settings. 

To simulate images of cerebral vessels, in Figure 10 we show the results of a 

correction with the skull cast physical aberrator, RMS strength 39.4 ns and correlation 

length 3.10 mm, of blood-flow in a phantom at 2.5 MHz.  The three rows are orthogonal 

scans of the blood vessel, one short-axis B-scan, one long-axis B-scan, and a C-scan long-

axis view, selected from the real-time 3D scan.  Unlike the last experiment, the B-mode 
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and color gains remained constant throughout these images.  The tissue speckle 

brightness increased by 10.8% from the aberrated to the corrected image.  There is also a 

large improvement in Doppler signal; in both the control and the corrected images the 

vessel is fully covered in color Doppler signal, while in the aberrated image, it is difficult 

to distinguish between the signal in the vessel and electronic noise.  Because of the 

variability of the frames in this experiment, most likely due to air bubbles and/or clumps 

of cornstarch, we used the scanner’s persistence mode (exponentially-weighted temporal 

averaging) to temporally smooth the images.   

2.3 Discussion 

In this series of experiments, we showed our ability to use phase-aberration 

correction techniques to increase image quality in simulated transcranial ultrasound 

imaging.  The image quality in electronic and physical aberrator experiments showed a 

dramatic increase as measured by cyst identification, brightness, and contrast-to-speckle 

ratio (results summarized in Table 1, below).  We also showed that 3D transcranial 

Doppler imaging could be significantly improved with adaptive imaging.  We also 

demonstrated that our illustrative example of the human temporal bone could be 

modeled well as a near-field phase-screen aberrator.  Given our average measured 

correlation lengths, it is also a setting for which a small pitch 2D array is necessary; our 

spatial sampling period of 0.7mm is fine enough to meet the Nyquist criterion when 

measuring skull aberrators.   
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Table 1: Image Quality Metrics for Electronic and Physical Aberration 

Corrections 

 
Aberrator 
Strength 

# of Cysts Detected CNR 
Control Aberrated Corrected Control Aberrated Corrected 

Electronic 
Aberrator 52.0ns, 2.4mm 14 4 14 

1.29 ± 
0.37 

0.87 ± 
0.06 

1.33 ± 
0.23 

Physical 
Aberrator 45.0ns, 3.34mm 14.3 4.3 7.7 

1.45 ± 
0.45 

1.01 ± 
0.52 

1.14 ± 
0.17 
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3. Real-Time 3D Contrast-Enhanced Transcranial 
Ultrasound and Aberration Correction 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the pilot study of real-time 3D contrast-enhanced 

transcranial ultrasound and aberration correction.  In these experiments, we used the 

VMI system to scan 17 healthy volunteers from the temporal window to obtain baseline 

detection rates of the major cerebral vessels.  In addition, we scanned 9 patients from the 

sub-occipital window and report the corresponding detection rates from the vertebro-

basilar circulation.  Lastly, we present images and metrics from a successful phase 

aberration corrections on one volunteer’s temporal window.   

3.2 Subjects and Methods 

3.2.1 Subjects 

Per an IRB-approved protocol, we performed RT3D CE US examinations on 17 

healthy volunteers, (13 men, 4 women, mean age 35.1 years old).  Exclusion criteria were 

pregnancy or lactation, history of neurological disease, congenital heart defect, severe 

liver dysfunction, respiratory distress syndrome, cardiac shunts, and hypersensitivity to 

octaflouropropane.  No subjects experienced adverse reactions to the contrast agent or 

the procedure.  Each volunteer gave their informed consent, as required by the IRB 

protocol. 
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3.2.2 Contrast Agent 

We injected volunteers intravenously with 10 μL/kg of activated DefinityTM 

(Bristol-Myers Squibb Inc., New York, NY), an octaflouropropane filled lipid-coated 

microsphere ultrasound contrast agent, within 30-60 seconds, followed by a 10 mL saline 

flush. 

3.2.3 Real-Time 3D Ultrasound System 

We scanned subjects with the Duke/Volumetrics RT3D ultrasound system 

described in section 2.1.1.  The transcranial transducer used in this study consisted of a 

sparse 2D array operating at a center frequency of 2.5 MHz, also described in section 

2.1.1, illustrated in Figure 4.  

3.2.4 Examination 

We imaged a 65° pyramid for each subject from one temporal window.  First, the 

sonographer imaged through the temporal bone to find the acoustic window, and then 

we imaged in color Doppler mode to try to visualize flow without contrast.  Next, we 

injected contrast and we attempted to visualize the middle cerebral artery (MCA) and 

the circle of Willis in an axial color Doppler scan, and then saved the volumetric echo 

and Doppler data for later inspection.  In color Doppler mode we used a packet size of 9 

firings at a pulse repetition frequency (PRF) between 3.4 and 3.6 kHz and the default 

Volumetrics wall filter.  Additionally, we changed the color write priority to the 

maximum (i.e. echo data was never written over a voxel containing color signal).  The 
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color flow reject (adjustable from 0 to 255) prevents writing of color flow data with a 

magnitude less than the reject value.  This was set to 6, the default value for the scanner.  

In nine subjects, we also scanned from the sub-occipital window, and after identifying a 

vertebral artery, we again saved the volumetric data.  We acquired spectral Doppler 

with a PRF between 3.0 and 3.4 kHz for 14 blood vessels.  Spectral Doppler is used quite 

extensively in neurosonology, often in so-called “blind” transcranial Doppler (TCD) and 

in 2D B-mode ultrasound with color flow Doppler.  Spectral Doppler allows a more 

accurate velocity estimation and better temporal resolution than color or power 

Doppler.  It is often used to compute the time-averaged mean velocity and pulsatility 

index of a vessel to aid in the diagnosis of pathology.   

3.2.5 Data Visualization / Offline Processing 

In real-time, we were able to view the data on the ultrasound scanner.  The 

scanner displays three orthogonal planes (axial, coronal, and parasagittal) of the data, as 

shown in the schematic in Figure 3.  Offline, we were able to process the scanner’s saved 

volumes for 3D Doppler volume rendering with a freeware volume rendering software 

package (3DView, RMR Systems Ltd., East Anglia, UK).  The pre-processing was 

accomplished in MATLAB, and a block diagram is shown in Figure 11.  Saved volumes 

consist of four pieces of data recorded over three seconds: traditional B-mode echo data, 

and the magnitude (echo strength), velocity, and variance of the Doppler signal, at each 

point in the scan in an r, θ, φ azimuth-elevation coordinate system, previously described 
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by Smith et al. (1991). First, the color Doppler velocity and magnitude data was 

extracted from the full volumetric data and averaged over all frames. Next, the data was 

scan-converted from the r, θ, φ azimuth-elevation coordinate system to x, y, z Cartesian 

coordinates.  The magnitude data was then multiplied by the sign of the velocity data, 

and the velocity data was discarded.  The magnitude was used so that the observer 

could interactively adjust the threshold for display.  The sign of the velocity was 

maintained so that vessel direction was preserved, which aided in identification.  Next, 

the data was scaled and shifted to map zero magnitude to a value of 128.  The data was 

then saved as raw binary unsigned 8 bit data.  The data was loaded into the 3D volume 

rendering software and  custom transfer functions were loaded, which mapped voxels 

with magnitude less than 128 to blue, and magnitude greater than 128 to red, and 

suppressed (made transparent) voxels with a magnitude less than a user-adjusted 

threshold.  A sample volume rendering and a corresponding schematic are shown in 

Figure 12C and D, respectively.   
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Figure 11: Flowchart of signal processing for offline 3D Doppler volume rendering. 

3.2.6 Observer Study 

A vascular sonographer and a neurologist independently reviewed temporal and 

sub-occipital volumes from each patient using both the scanner’s orthogonal 3D display 

and the offline 3D Doppler volume renderings.  The scanner was set to a persistence 

(exponentially-weighted temporal averaging) of 80% and the acquired data was looped.  

The reviewers noted the presence or absence of cerebral vessels. For the temporal 

window, the vessels detected were the ipsilateral and contralateral internal carotid 

arteries (ICA), middle cerebral arteries (MCA: M1, and M2 segments), anterior cerebral 
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arteries (ACA: A1 and A2 segments), posterior cerebral arteries (PCA: P1 and P2 

segments).  For the sub-occipital window, vessels detected were the left and right 

vertebral arteries (VA), the basilar artery (BA), and the vertebrobasilar junction (VBJ).   

For the single phase aberration correction experiment, the observers above were 

shown both pre- and post- phase aberration correction 3D Doppler volume renderings 

(single-blind) and were asked to note the presence or absence of the cerebral vessels 

listed above for the temporal window. 

3.2.7 Phase Aberration Correction 

The acquisition and aberration estimation processes were similar to the methods 

described above in sections 2.1.2 and 2.1.5.  The aberration estimation was ported from 

MATLAB to C, however, and the relevant code is presented in Appendix A.2.  The 

correction required less than 20 seconds.   

For a single subject, we affixed the transducer to the subject’s head and 

performed a correction.  We then acquired real-time volumes with the original and the 

corrected beamformer delays for later comparison.  All system settings were constant, 

and less than fifteen seconds passed between the two acquisitions.  To verify 

improvement in the corrected volumes, we used three metrics: the detection rates of 

vessels from an observer study, the number of voxels with Doppler signal, and the 

variance of the color Doppler velocity estimates.  Since aberration correction increases 

the signal strength from ultrasound (due to echoes being added in phase), the number of 
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voxels with color Doppler signal may be used as a metric of improvement.  In addition, 

since aberration spreads the ultrasound beam, echoes are received from a larger 

isochronous volume of contrast scatterers, leading to a higher variance in velocity 

estimation.  Aberration correction should decrease the variance, as signals should come 

from a smaller volume of contrast scatterers.  We compared the mean variances of 

Doppler estimations for the voxels that presented Doppler signal in both aberrated and 

corrected volumes and report the variance decrease as metrics of improvement.  

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Temporal Window 

In no patient were we able to visualize blood flow in color flow Doppler mode 

without the use of contrast.  In all subjects, once contrast was administered, we were 

able to detect flow.  The results of the study for the 17 subjects imaged via the temporal 

window are shown in Table 2.  Both observers detected the major ipsilateral blood 

vessels (A1, M1, and P1) in 71% of subjects, and the complete circle of Willis (ipsilateral 

and contralateral A1, M1, and P1) was detected by both in 51% of subjects.  

Representative simultaneous axial and coronal images are shown in Figure 12A and B, 

respectively. The axial scan shows the major vessels and the circle of Willis.  The coronal 

scan shows the distal end of the BA bifurcating into the P1s.  The same data, displayed 

as a 3D Doppler volume rendering, is shown in Figure 12C.  A corresponding schematic 

is shown in Figure 12D, to help delineate the 3D vasculature.  The volume rendered 
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view shows significantly more information than the adjustable cross-sections, enabling 

the observer to see the interrelation of all the vessels throughout the 3D volume.  

Various arteries were also inspected using spectral Doppler, which could be steered 

throughout the entire 65° volume.  A representative trace from an M1 showing normal 

flow over the cardiac cycle is presented in Figure 12E.   
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Figure 12: Typical Temporal Window Findings.  (A) Axial scan showing the circle of 

Willis—comprised of the ipsilateral A1, M1, P1, and P2, as well as the contralateral 

A1, and P1. (B) Coronal Scan showing the BA bifurcating to the P1 segments of the 

PCAs. (C) 3D color Doppler rendering of the cerebrovascular tree. (D) Schematic of 

(C). (E) Spectral Doppler Trace from an M1 showing velocity over the full cardiac 

cycle. 
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3.3.2 Sub-occipital Window 

The results of the study for the 9 patients imaged via the sub-occipital window 

are shown in Table 2.  The BA was detected by both observers in 44% of subjects, and 

both VAs, the VBJ and the BA were detected in 22% of subjects.  A representative 

coronal scan showing both VAs merging into the BA is shown in Figure 13A.  A 

parasagittal view showing the posterior inferior cerebellar artery (PICA) bifurcating off 

the left VA is shown in Figure 13B.  In the 3D Doppler volume rendering of the same 

volume, shown in Figure 13C, the whole structure can be better visualized, showing the 

numerous branchings off the VAs.  A corresponding schematic is shown in Figure 13D.  

This volume also illustrates the hazard of “blooming” artifacts in CE US, notably at the 

distal end of the BA in this scan.  Under the administration of contrast-agents, the color 

Doppler signal has a tendency to “bloom” outside the true borders of a vessel [51].  A 

representative spectral Doppler trace from a BA showing normal flow over the cardiac 

cycle is presented in Figure 13E.  
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Figure 13: Typical Sub-Occipital Window Findings. (A) Sub-occipital coronal scan 

showing the junction of the left and right vertebral arteries (LVA and RVA, 

respectively) into the basilar artery (BA). (B) Sub-occipital parasagittal scan showing 

the PICA bifurcating from the LVA. (C) 3D Doppler rendering of vertebrobasilar 

circulation. (D) Schematic of (C).  (E) Spectral Doppler trace from a BA showing 

velocity over the full cardiac cycle. 
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Table 2: CE Transcranial Ultrasound Detection Rates 

Vessel Detection Rate 

Temporal Window (N=17)  

Ipsilateral 

Observer  1 Observer 2 Both Observers 

   

M1 100 100 100 

M2 65 41 41 

A1 88 94 88 

A2 59 53 35 

P1 82 100 82 

P2 82 82 77 

ICA 29 88 29 

Contralateral    

M1 88 100 88 

M2 0 18 0 

A1 88 82 71 

A2 24 18 0 

P1 77 88 71 

P2 24 29 12 

ICA 0 47 0 

Ipsilateral Circle (M1, 

A1, P1) 59 71 59 

Complete Circle 71 94 71 

   

Sub-occiptal Window (N=9)  

 Observer 1 Observer 2 Both Observers 

LVA 67 89 67 

RVA 55 67 44 

VB Junct. 33 67 33 

BA 44 89 44 

Both VAs Junct. 

and BA 22 22 22 

 

3.3.3 Phase Aberration Correction 

In Figure 2 in section 1.1, we compare the uncorrected and corrected (A and B, 

respectively) 3D Doppler volume renderings from the single phase aberration correction 
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study performed.  Our system measured an aberrator with a root-mean-square phase 

variation of 47.9 ns and correlation length of 2.72 mm.  The observers’ results are shown 

in Table 3.  Both observers agreed that the contralateral A1 was present in the corrected 

volume and not in the uncorrected.  The number of voxels above a threshold of 6 (the 

Volumetrics scanner calculates the magnitude of the Doppler signal strength as a value 

between 0 and 255, and 6 was the reject value used during acquisition and display of the 

data) increased by 38.6% in the corrected volume.  The average variance of the Doppler 

velocity estimates for voxels above the threshold in both volumes decreased by 10.5% in 

the corrected volume. 

Table 3: Phase Aberration Correction Detected Vessels 

 Aberrated Corrected 

 Observer 1 Observer 2 Observer 1 Observer 2 

Ipsilateral     

M1 X X X X 

M2     

A1 X X X X 

A2     

P1 X X X X 

P2  X  X 

ICA     

Contralateral     

M1 X X X X 

M2     

A1   X X 

A2     

P1 X X X X 

P2     

ICA     
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3.2 Discussion 

To our knowledge, we have shown the first real-time 3D contrast-enhanced 

transcranial ultrasound images of the major cerebral arteries.  In addition, to our 

knowledge, we have shown the first demonstration of in vivo transcranial phase 

aberration correction, which we believe has the potential to radically increase the 

diagnostic value of neurosonology.  In RT3D CE transcranial ultrasound precise and 

accurate positioning and aiming of the transducer is not necessary to image the vessels, 

as a whole 3D volume of data is acquired, which may be cut and re-displayed at any 

desired orientation.  Our data appears to support Bauer’s et al. (1998) conclusion that 3D 

may enable better visualization of complex structures.  There are, of course, hurdles to 

be overcome.  2D matrix array transducers have smaller piezoelectric elements, and thus 

lower sensitivity than traditional 1D arrays.  To wit, our detection rates fall short of 

other reconstructed 3D contrast-enhanced techniques using power Doppler and 1D 

arrays  [17].  However, only with this true real-time 3D technique (without phase 

aberration correction) can dynamic properties of the cerebrovascular system be assessed, 

and problems associated with breath-holds and cardiac gating be avoided.  With phase 

aberration correction and a proper transducer holder, as often used in TCD, after the 20 

seconds necessary to correct the scan, real-time 3D imaging is restored.  In addition, the 

small matrix array elements are beneficial to the phase aberration correction process, as 
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the skull bone aberrator must be adequately sampled in two dimensions to at least 75% 

and perhaps as fine as 25 to 30% of the aberration correlation length [24, 30].   
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4. Comparison of 3D Multi-Lag Cross-Correlation and 
Speckle Brightness Aberration Correction Algorithms on 
Static and Moving Targets 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we compared two algorithms for aberration estimation on our 

RT3D scanner: the multi-lag least-squares cross-correlation algorithm [23, 28, 31], and 

the temporally-parallel partial array reference speckle brightness algorithm [32, 33].  We 

used electronic aberrators to compare the performance of the multi-lag cross-correlation 

method for aberration correction on both static and moving targets.  After calculating 

the isoplanatic patch on our physical aberrator, we used the best performing algorithm 

to correct for physical aberrators on static and moving targets.   

4.2 Methods 

4.2.1 Static Multi-Lag Cross-Correlation 

The implementation of the static multi-lag cross correlation was identical to the 

method described in 2.1.2 and 2.1.5 ported to C, as in 3.2.7, and as provided in appendix 

A.2.  In this experiment, however, the number of clusters correlated was expanded.  

Previously, four nearest neighbors were correlated and put into the model matrix.  In 

this experiment, all clusters with an expected correlation of greater than 85%, as 

determined for our array by the Van Cittert-Zernicke theorem [38, 46, 47].  Including 

more correlations increases computation time, and becomes less valuable as jitter 

increases with decreasing expected correlation via VCZ.  This corresponded to 12 
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nearest neighbors—four in elevation, four in azimuth, and four on the diagonals.  This 

led to an expansion of the model matrix to 1178 × 221.  In addition, the process could 

now be iterated, acquiring new RF with the corrected transmit delays, improving the 

estimation of the aberrator; in this study we performed two corrections. The process 

then proceeded as previously described.  The entire process took 22 seconds; to perform 

additional iterations adds roughly 2 seconds per iteration. 

4.2.2 Moving-Target Multi-Lag Cross-Correlation 

We implemented the moving-target multi-lag least-squares cross-correlation 

method, described by Zhao et al. [52, 53], for 3-D ultrasound [54].  Using signals from 

moving targets for aberration correction is appealing because it removes echoes from 

reverberations, from bright targets outside the area of interest, and since it could be used 

in conjunction with contrast-enhanced harmonic imaging studies.  We used a single-

delay-line filter, i.e. subtracted pairs of frames, to isolate echoes from moving targets.  

The process is then modified from the static method to acquire and perform correlation 

on simultaneously acquired RF lines.  

In order to effectively filter the moving-target RF, the echoes from the moving 

targets must be decorrelated between acquisitions.  In our implementation, acquisitions 

are done one frame apart, thus more than 50 ms passes between acquisitions (50 ms = 

256 lines × 15 cm / 7.7e4 cm/s).  Using the results for the spatial correlation of complex 

signals from Walker and Trahey [55], the spatial correlation between lines, ρx, acquired 
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at an interval of τ seconds, when transmitting on a rectangular array with width w and 

receiving on a very small sub-array is 

( ) 
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where z is the depth and λ is the wavelength. For typical velocities in the middle 

cerebral arteries, 55 ± 12 cm/s [56], the correlation is less than 10%.  For axial velocities, 

vz, the RF decorrelates more quickly, following 
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where σ is the standard deviation of the axial pulse envelope, f is the frequency, and c is 

the speed of sound.  Again, for τ greater than one frame, the signals are less than 10% 

correlated.  Since the system is only capable of outputting one RF signal per line via the 

BNC connection, we had to modify the procedure; in order to use cross-correlation, it is 

necessary to have simultaneous RF lines, else motion cannot be distinguished from 

aberration.  To accomplish this, we split the receive aperture into 16 partially 

overlapping sub-apertures, shown in Figure 14, made up of 16 2×2 element clusters.  On 

each transmit, the scanner saves a 1 cm long signal from one sub-aperture, focused at 

either 4 or 5 cm, with each of the 16 clusters routed to a different parallel receive line.  

Over the course of 16 transmits, we collected data from the entire aperture (16 clusters × 

16 sub-apertures – overlapping clusters = 221 element clusters).  On the next frame, by 

which time the signals have decorrelated, the data is again saved.  The two frames are 
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then subtracted, to leave only the moving targets.  This data is then windowed, cropping 

signals below a set percentage of the maximum.  For our experiments, the threshold was 

set at 25% for the electronic aberrator study, and 40% for the physical aberrator study. 

The data is then saved to the scanner’s hard-drive.  The blood vessels are likely to be 

smaller than the 1 cm gate, though because data from each frame is uncorrelated, we can 

acquire multiple frames of data to increase the number of speckles in our correction.  

After windowing the data, we divide the length of the data by the axial resolution to 

compute the number of speckles.  We then concatenate frames of RF data until more 

than 20 speckles worth of data are acquired; this corresponds to roughly the same 

number of speckles acquired in the static method above.  The data in the Doppler 

memory is downsampled to 4 MHz, and thus in order to avoid aliasing, we transmit 4-

cycle pulses at 1.6 MHz.  Once 20 speckles are acquired, the digital RF is written to the 

hard-drive and transferred to the PC via UDP datagram.  On the PC, the data is then 

upsampled to 16 MHz, dynamically focused, and filtered using custom C programs.   

The aberration estimation method was modified from above to account for 

moving targets. First, we derived a model matrix for each of the sub-apertures, so that 

only simultaneous RF lines are correlated.  By concatenating the model matrices from 

each sub-aperture and changing indices of the overlapping elements, we derived a 

complete 816×221 model matrix for the system, which we again solve using least-squares 

using (1).  The phase profile is then detrended and interpolated to transmit and receive 
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locations, converted into clock cycles, and sent back to the scanner via UDP.  This 

process can be iterated as desired; in this study we corrected twice.  The entire process 

takes roughly 25 seconds, and each additional iteration takes another 5 seconds.   

 

 

Figure 14: Moving-target Sub-apertures:  On each transmit line the system enables 

and receives echoes from a different sub-aperture comprised of 16 element clusters.  It 

takes 16 transmit pulses to receive echoes from the entire array. 
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4.2.3 Static Speckle Brightness 

For the static speckle brightness method, we used the temporally parallel partial-

reference array method described by Freiburger and Trahey [33] adapted for our 3-D 

scanner.  In this method, maximizing speckle brightness over a sub-aperture of 

neighboring elements is used to estimate phase shifts.  We transmitted on the entire 

aperture, focusing at 4 cm, while receiving on one 2×2 element cluster correction group 

and a reference array of 20 surrounding elements.  These were the same as the elements 

used for the cross-correlation method.  On the 16 parallel receive lines, the correction 

cluster is summed with a different phase, from -7 to +8 clock cycles (-175 ns to +200 ns) 

added to its normal phasing.  Over the course of 221 lines, data is acquired for all 

clusters and their reference groups.  We found that different parallel sums had slightly 

different gains, so we use the remaining 35 lines of each 256 line frame to get 

normalization factors.  On each line we had a different group of 24 elements enabled 

with no phase shift over the 16 sums.  We averaged the results over the 35 lines and 

these were used to calculate normalizations, which we applied to all sums based on their 

parallel receive line; sums varied by ± 5%.  The scanner then sums the B-mode data for 

each line over a 1 cm gate at the focus, squares it, and multiplies it by the corresponding 

normalization factor.  The scanner then finds the phase shift that gives the maximum 

squared brightness value for each cluster to get the phase profile.  The profile is then 

detrended and interpolated to the receive and transmit element locations.  The scanner 
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then updates the delays and iterates the process either twice, or until the average 

brightness does not increase.  This process takes roughly 25 seconds, with an additional 

2 seconds per iteration.  Note that no off-line computer is required for this method; the 

normal beamsumming routines of the scanner are repurposed here for the phase 

correction process. 

4.2.4 Moving-Target Speckle Brightness 

The moving-target speckle brightness method followed much as the static 

method above, except that two frames of data were acquired.  Again, one frame passes 

between acquisition, and signals are thus decorrelated.  The resulting B-mode data is 

then subtracted, to remove static targets and reverberations, then squared and 

multiplied by the normalization factors, and the phase profile is computed in the same 

fashion as in the static method.   

4.2.5 Electronic Aberrator Study 

For the electronic aberrator study, we used a moving string phantom. It consists 

of a 5 mm wide 1 m long string on a pulley system inside of a water tank.  Nine 75 ns 

RMS electronic aberrators were compared: three realizations each at ½x, 1x, and 2x the 

FWHM correlation length measured in our successful in vivo correction, 2.7 mm [39].  

We performed two iteration corrections on all 9 aberrators using the four different 

methods, keeping the string static for the static methods, and circulating it at 50 cm/s 

during the moving-target methods.  We corrected each moving-target method aberrator 
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twice, to lessen the impact of any inhomogeneities along the length of the string.  We 

computed the residual error of the aberrators to determine which method performed 

best at each correlation length. Two-sample t-tests were used to compute p-values, and 

p-values of less than 0.05 were used to determine statistical significance. 

 

4.2.6 Isoplanatic Patch Measurements 

To measure the isoplanatic patch on our skull-casting aberrator, we used the 

most successful method from the electronic aberrator study, static cross-correlation, to 

correct the physical aberrator on a homogenous tissue phantom.  There is no 

standardized mode of measuring the isoplanatic patch, and various methods have been 

used previously.  One can measure the patch size by calculating where in the field the 

point spread function (PSF) of the corrected system increases by 10% [57], by measuring 

the aberrator at various points and defining the patch to be where aberrators are 

correlated by more than 70 - 90% [29], or by measuring where speckle brightness 

increases [58].  Since speckle brightness increases when an aberrator is corrected [32], we 

used this as our metric to measure the isoplanatic patch.  We corrected scans on three 

different speckle patterns on the phantom for six different locations on the skull 

aberrator and saved the aberrated and unaberrated volumes for comparison.  We 

compared B-mode brightness between the volumes first down the center of the scan, 

where the correction gate was located, to calculate the average depth isoplanatic patch, 
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as shown in Figure 15.  We see here that the correction produces wildly varying results 

in the near-field, but appears to plateau slightly before the correction gate at 45 mm, and 

remains valid over the rest of the 120 mm scan.  To compute the angular isoplanatic 

patch, we then used only the data from depths greater than 40 mm.  We averaged data 

from 40 to 120 mm, and transformed angles in azimuth, θ, and elevation, φ, to the angle 

between the center and the image line, ψ, by using  

( )ϕθψ 221 tantantan += − .              (5) 

We then normalized each correction by its maximum, and plotted the 

improvement, ± standard deviation, versus ψ, as shown in Fig 16.  We then fit the data to 

a line, as shown in the figure, and defined our isoplanatic patch to be the angles over 

which the improvement increased by more than 10% of its maximum, giving us an 

isoplanatic patch of 66°.  In the physical aberrator experiments after this, we corrected 

on only the lines within the range, thus skipping 12.5% of the lines and thus speeding 

the process up by 1.8 seconds.   
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Figure 15: Depth Isoplanatic Patch.  The center 4 lines were averaged over the 18 

corrections at 6 locations on the physical aberrator were averaged to show the increase 

in speckle brightness down the center.  The correction becomes valid slightly before 

the gate at 45 mm, and remains valid for the rest of the scan 
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Figure 16: Angular Isoplanatic Patch: The volumes from three speckle patterns at 6 

locations on the physical aberrator were averaged over the depth isoplanatic patch, 40 

to 120 mm, and plotted versus the angle between the scan line and the center. We 

define the angular isoplanatic patch as the point where the fit-line crosses 10% of the 

maximum, which we measured to be 66º for our skull-casting aberrator. 
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4.2.7 Physical Aberrator Study 

For the physical aberrator study, we used the temporal bone region of a polymer 

skull-casting and an ATS Laboratories (Bridgeport, CT) model 523A Doppler phantom 

with a 4 mm vessel.  An aquarium pump circulated a 10 g/L suspension of corn-starch, 

flowing at a constant rate of 50 cm/s, through the tubing.  The RMS strength of the 

echoes from the corn-starch was 12 dB below the echoes from the tissue, approximately 

the same as in vivo application of contrast agents [59].  Corrections were performed on 

six locations on the skull aberrator using static multi-lag cross-correlation on a gate at 40 

mm and using the moving-target multi-lag cross-correlation on the vessel, located at 50 

mm.  With the flow turned off, and the corn-starch settled to the bottom of the vessel, we 

acquired aberrated and corrected volumes to calculate contrast and CNR of the vessel, as 

well as the overall image brightness.  Aberrated and corrected sixteen frame cine-

volumes with flow were also acquired, to compare the strength of the Doppler signal 

and the number of Doppler voxels.   

To compute the image quality metrics, we first scan-converted the saved data, in 

an r-θ-φ, azimuth-elevation coordinate system, to Cartesian x-y-z coordinates.  For the B-

mode metrics, short-axis planes were displayed at x = -0.5 cm and 0.5 cm, and the center 

of the vessel was selected in each plane.  Three 3.9 mm diameter cylinders were then 

defined, one, the anechoic vessel, between the two centers selected in the previous step, 

and two speckle cylinders, each ± one centimeter away in y and parallel to the vessel. 
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The brightness, contrast, and CNR were then computed using the vessel and speckle 

cylinders.  To compute the Doppler metrics, we calculated the number of voxels with 

magnitude above the threshold value of 7 (the scanner saves the magnitude as an 8-bit 

number, and 7 was the reject value used during the experiment).  We then compared the 

average magnitude of the intersection of thresholded aberrated and corrected volumes.   

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Electronic Aberrator Comparison 

Figure 17 shows the residual errors as a percentage of the applied aberration for 

the static and moving multi-lag cross-correlation and speckle brightness corrections.  

The bars are grouped according to the FWHM correlation length of the original 

aberrators—1.35 mm, 2.7 mm, and 5.4 mm. The cross-correlation methods performed 

better than the speckle brightness methods at the 2.7 mm and 5.4 mm correlation lengths 

(p < 0.05), and there were no statistically significant differences between algorithms with 

the high spatial frequency aberrators.  The static cross-correlation method did perform 

better than moving-target cross-correlation at the 2.7 mm correlation length.  Due to the 

poor performance of the speckle brightness methods, in a separate experiment, we 

verified that the static speckle brightness method would converge as the number of 

iterations went up.  We applied a 75 ns RMS, 3.3 mm correlation length electronic 

aberrator and corrected 10 times.  In Figure 18, we show that as we iterated the process, 

the residual error did go down, albeit slowly.  After ten iterations, only 55% of the 
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aberrator has been corrected; for comparison, in Figure 17, we see that cross-correlation 

corrects that amount in 2 iterations.  Each iteration adds 2 seconds to the process, and 

ten iterations would thus double the amount of time necessary to correct. For the 

comparison, the number of iterations was kept constant at two.  Static methods always 

performed better than their moving-target versions.  This can be easily explained by 

examining the Cramer-Rao lower bound for the systems, which defines the jitter, τ, in a 

time-shift estimator, 
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where f0 is the center frequency, B is the bandwidth, ρ is the correlation between lines 

and SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio [44].  The moving target methods have lower SNR, 

as subtracting the signals lowers SNR.  As noted above, the moving-target cross-

correlation method also has a lower center frequency in order to avoid aliasing, and is 

not averaged, unlike the static cross-correlation method, which is averaged over 15 

frames, giving a 3.8X increase in SNR.  This poorer performance is, of course, in the 

absence of any reverberations or bright off-axis targets, which could render the static 

methods less effective in vivo.  From the results, we determined that the static and 

moving-target multi-lag cross-correlation methods would be a better choice for our 

remaining experiments and for future in vivo work.   
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Note that the 18+ seconds required for correction is not a limit of 3-D phase 

correction itself, rather of our particular system.  As previously mentioned, the scanner 

requires 10 million delays to scan a volume, and the bus and processing speeds, 20 MB/s 

and 100 MHz, respectively, are the limiting factors.  Were it not for this, our speeds 

would approach McAleavey et al. [60] of 1.4s and of Rigby et al. [27] of 350ms.  In these 

circumstances, revisiting speckle brightness could be appealing, as the time per iteration 

would decrease, and eliminating the offline-computer might outweigh a sacrifice in 

correction speed.   
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Figure 17: Static and Moving Cross-Correlation and Speckle Brightness:  The two 

algorithms were performed on static and moving-targets on three different 75 ns RMS 

aberrators at three different FWHM correlation lengths—1.3 mm, 2.7 mm, and 5.4 mm.  

The residual errors are plotted as a percentage of applied aberrator strength. The static 

cross-correlation method performs much better on low spatial frequency aberrators, 

while the performances of static methods always surpass their moving-target 

versions. 
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Figure 18: Effect of Multiple Static Speckle Brightness Iterations. As the number of 

iterations increases, the error decreases, though each iteration requires two additional 

seconds. 

4.3.2 Physical Aberrator Study 

The results for the physical aberrator study are shown in Table 4. For all metrics 

of improvement, the static correction performed better than the moving-target 

correction, by roughly a factor of 1.5.  On average, the static correction improved the 
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brightness by 6.6%, the contrast by 22.2%, and the CNR by 20.5%.  The moving-target 

correction improved the brightness by 4.0%, the contrast by 13.2% and the CNR by 

12.8%.  The static correction also resulted in 14.4% more Doppler voxels and an increase 

in Doppler magnitude of 5.6%. The moving-target correction resulted in 9.3% more 

Doppler voxels and an increase in magnitude of 4.9%.  Figure 19 shows an illustrative 

example of three B-mode long-axis images of the vessel aberrated (A), static corrected 

(B), and moving-target corrected (C). Contrast increased by 31% in the static and 30% in 

the moving. CNR increased by 19% in the static and 25% in the moving.  Figure 20 

shows three long-axis color Doppler images (A-C) and 3D Doppler renderings (D-F) of 

the same correction: the number of Doppler voxels increased by 48% in the static 

correction and 22% in the moving.  The average Doppler strength increased by 20% in 

the static and 9% in the moving. 

 

Figure 19: Physical Aberrator Results. Aberrated (A), Static Corrected (B), and 

Moving-Target Corrected (C) long-axis B-scans of vessel without flow.  Contrast 

increased by 31% in the static and 30% in the moving. CNR increased by 19% in the 

static and 25% in the moving. 
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Figure 20: Physical Aberrator Flow Results.  Aberrated (A, D), Static Corrected (B, E), 

and Moving-Target Corrected (C, F) Color Doppler B-scans and Doppler Volume 

Renderings of vessel with flow.  The number of Doppler voxels increased by 48% in 

the static correction and 22% in the moving.  The average Doppler strength increased 

by 20% in the static and 9% in the moving. 

Table 4: Image Quality and Doppler Improvements for Physical Aberrator. 

 
Aberrator 
Strength 
(ns) 

Correlation 
Length 
(mm) Brightness Contrast CNR 

N 
Doppler 
Voxels 

Doppler 
Magnitude 

Static  35.9 2.9 
6.6% ± 
1.9% 

22.2% ± 
8.3% 

20.5% ± 
11.1% 

14.4% ± 
7.6% 5.6% ± 3.2% 

Moving-
target 32.5 2.5 

4.0% ± 
1.2% 

13.2% ± 
8.7% 

12.8% ± 
9.3% 

9.3% ± 
4.5% 4.9% ± 1.5% 
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4.3 Discussion 

In this chapter, we have successfully implemented four phase aberration 

correction methods for a real-time 3-D ultrasound scanner and have shown that multi-

lag least-squares cross-correlation outperforms partial array reference speckle brightness 

for our implementation. Although a theoretical comparison showed that both methods 

are maximizing same quantity [61], we believe the difference lies in the least-squares 

approach, which ensures phase closure of the profile.  In the partial reference array 

algorithm, if the reference array size is not larger than the correlation length of the 

aberrator, the mean phase shift over the reference array is not guaranteed to be zero, and 

thus estimates, based on the relative shift between a cluster and the reference array, are 

biased.  Varying the size of the reference array would help ensure no bias, though at the 

cost of accuracy, as the entire reference array suffers in performance due to lower 

correlations between signals far away on the array [33].  With more in-vivo 

measurements of the typical aberrator correlation lengths, we could use this information 

to determine the optimal reference array size.  However, until we have such 

information, the multi-lag least-squares method remains preferred.  Using a speckle 

look-back implementation [61] would also improve the performance of the speckle 

brightness method, though implementation of the algorithm on our system was not 

feasible. 
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The effect was more pronounced for aberrators with a longer FWHM auto-

correlation length.  Additionally, corrections using echoes from static targets performed 

better than those using moving targets.  In the physical aberrator, improvement metrics 

were 52% higher with static cross-correlation than in moving-target cross-correlation. 

That is not to say, however, that the moving-target methods are obsolete; there is a good 

likelihood that reverberations in the skull, present due to the large impedance mismatch 

of skull and tissue, or bright bony targets outside the region of interest could corrupt 

corrections.  Moving-target methods would also be necessary for contrast-enhanced 

harmonic imaging, and additionally the aberration effect would be minimized in 

transmit.  We found that using static cross-correlation to correct for a physical aberrator 

resulted in an average increases of brightness by 6.6%, contrast by 22%, and CNR by 

21%, while the number of Doppler voxels increased by 14% and the magnitude of the 

Doppler signals increased by 5.6 %.  Using the moving-target cross-correlation method, 

the brightness increased by 4.0%, contrast by 13%, and CNR by 13%, while Doppler 

voxels increased by 9% and Doppler magnitude by 5.6%.  We believe these 

improvements will translate to increased image quality and diagnostic ability for 

transcranial ultrasound, and intend to verify our results in vivo. 
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5. Future Work 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter details future work for our phase aberration correction system.  

First, we present results from a second in vivo phase aberration.  We also use this data 

and data from the previous correction to calculate in vivo isoplanatic patch sizes.  Next, 

we detail challenges and proposed improvements to our system.  Lastly, we present 

some preliminary results from simultaneously scanning via multiple transcranial 

windows.  Such a system could be used as a preliminary screen for cerebrovascular 

disease, and could potentially have a significant impact on neurological disease and 

diagnosis [62].  

5.2 In vivo Results 

Per our IRB-approved protocol, we performed phase aberration correction on 

two volunteers after the injection of contrast agent.  We built and used a custom acrylic 

transducer holder interfaced with a commercial Spencer Technologies Marc600 

transcranial transducer fixation system (Seattle, WA).  Once the sonographer had 

positioned the transducer over the temporal window, the holder was locked to prevent 

motion.  We used the static multi-lag cross-correlation method, iterated twice, to correct 

the phase aberration.  The correction gate was set to the focus of 7 cm at 0° elevation, 0° 

azimuth.  After correction, we acquired 3D cine-volumes with the corrected and 
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uncorrected beamformer delays.  We also acquired single-cluster RF before and after the 

20 second correction process, to evaluate motion. 

Upon reviewing the data, we noted that in the RF from the first volunteer, there 

appeared to be a region of poor contact between the transducer and patient.  The RMS of 

the RF signal in this area was less than 5% of the RMS of the rest of the data.  This area 

covered approximately 50% of the transducer.  We did not evaluate the correction. 

On the second volunteer, the pre- and post-correction corresponding RF lines 

had a mean correlation value of 96%, which, using the Van Cittert-Zernicke theorem, 

corresponds to 0.03 mm motion in the aperture plane: a mere 8% of the width of an 

element.  Therefore, we concluded that there was no appreciable motion between during 

correction.  We measured an aberrator with an RMS-strength of 53.1 ns and a correlation 

length of 2.7 mm.  Using the volumetric data with and without correction, we saw a 

small increase in image brightness near the focus.  From 6-7 cm in the four center lines, 

there was a 2% mean increase in brightness.   Processing the data as in section 4.2.6, we 

obtain an angular isoplanatic patch measurement of 9.2°, shown in Figure 21.  When we 

examined the Doppler data from 6-7 cm from within the 9.2° patch, we see an increase in 

Doppler voxels of 19.2%, and an increase in Doppler magnitude of 5.1%.  Corresponding 

volumes are shown in Figure 22, showing the original volume’s segmented internal 

carotid (A), compared to the corrected volume (B), where the vessel is complete. 
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Figure 21: In vivo Angular Isoplanatic Patch.  Averaging data from 6 – 7 cm, we 

measured an isoplanatic patch of 9.2°, measured as twice where the trend-line crosses 

10% of the maximum. 
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Figure 22: In vivo Correction. Uncorrected internal carotid vessel (A), within the 

isoplanatic patch, becomes continuous when corrected (B). Scale is in cm. 

 

Figure 23: In vivo Angular Isoplanatic Patch 2.  Revisiting the data from 3.3.3, 

averaging data from 6 – 7 cm, we measured an isoplanatic patch of 11.0°, measured as 

where the trend-line crosses 10% of the maximum. 
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We then performed the same calculations on our previous correction from 

section 3.3.3, with the in vivo aberrator of 47.9 ns and correlation length of 2.72 mm.  

Here we obtained an angular isoplanatic patch of 11.0°, as shown in Figure 23.   

These are promising results.  In both in vivo corrections, we were able to see an 

increase in Doppler strength in a limited isoplanatic patch.  In the rest of the image, 

however, we note a decrease in Doppler magnitude and deterioration of image quality.  

Clearly, we must only correct the delays over the patch, but we require more 

measurements of the in vivo patch size.  If our preliminary measurements hold, giving 

an average patch size of approximately 10.1°, then it would take 6 × 6 = 36 corrections to 

correct the full 60° pyramid of data.  This would take 18 + 2 × 36 = 90 seconds.     

We also note preliminary results from Vignon et al. in skull aberration correction, 

which showed a mean ex vivo patch of 36° using a matrix array and an in vivo patch of 

23° in a 2D scan [58], which would result in 3 × 3 = 9 corrections, taking 36 seconds.  Of 

course, correcting over only a single patch would allow us to correct fewer lines, 

commensurately decreasing the time necessary to correct a scan.  For example, a 10° 

patch would take 1 / 36th the normal time of 18 s = 0.5 s.  Another proposal is to perform 

as many corrections as is necessary to cover the extent of the Doppler gates.   
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5.3 Challenges for High-Speed Phase Correction 

While we have now performed two successful in vivo corrections, several 

obstacles must still be overcome to have a consistent and useful clinically relevant high-

speed phase aberration correction system. 

  The current method takes a minimum of 18 seconds to update the delays for the 

entire pyramidal volume.  In order for the phase correction to be valid, the transducer 

must not move during this time.  During these clinical trials, we found that the 

transducer holders we built have limited utility.  Currently, they can translate and rotate 

the transducer in the para-sagittal plane, but have no axial or coronal plane degrees of 

freedom.  This limits our ability to tilt the transducer to make good contact against the 

skull, as we noted in the first volunteer.  To have a robust system capable of performing 

high-speed phase correction in an ambulance, we would require a full 6 degrees of 

freedom for the transducer holders.   

Of course, the need for a sophisticated transducer holder would be obviated if 

the time necessary to correct the scan were shortened.  The limiting factor is the time 

necessary to update the scanner's 10 million beamformer receive delays.  With a more 

modern scanner, the CPU speed and bus-transfer rates would be faster, allowing faster 

rates for correction; the VMI system has a CPU rate of 100 MHz and a practical bus 

speed of 2-3 Mbauds/s.  A custom delay box, patched between the transducer and the 

system, able to shift receive channels by variable amounts would also fix this; only one 
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delay value would have to be updated per element per correction zone.  With either of 

these solutions, we could match aberration correction times reported by Rigby et al. [27] 

of 350 ms.  The only physical limiting factor is the time necessary to acquire a full set of 

RF echoes which would be set by the scan-depth.  We believe that with the recent 

advances in ultrasound scanner platforms, real-time 3D phase correction is possible.   

Currently we are using commercial transthoracic arrays to image transcranially, 

but there would be significant advantages to using a dedicated array designed 

specifically for this function.  After finding the typical correlation lengths for skull 

samples, we could make sure that our spatial frequency (i.e. inter-element spacing) was 

high enough to adequately sample the aberration profiles typically encountered.  Also, 

by designing a more fully sampled array we would increase the maximum correlation 

between signals dictated by the Van Cittert-Zernicke theorem.  Raising this value would 

increase the maximum normalized covariance of our signals, and thus lead to lower 

jitter. 

To improve the performance of all methods we would wish to perform more 

iterations.  We already have the option of running the speckle brightness method until 

speckle brightness plateaus.  We could set a similar cutoff for the correlation method, 

stopping the corrections when the RMS value of the echoes plateaus.  Since the 

correlation is run on an offline computer, however, there would need to be additional 
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controls between that computer and the scanner, over the Ethernet connection, to allow 

for a variable number of iterations.   

For the moving-target cross-correlation method, we are currently limited with 

respect to frequency by the down-sampling of the Doppler data to 4 MHz, allowing us 

to only transmit narrow-bandwidth pulses at 1.6 MHz, though possible means to 

improve performance include acquiring more than 20 speckles—increasing our 

window—and using a more sensitive motion filter, like a double-delay-line canceller, 

though these would increase the time necessary for acquisition.  Again, using a more 

modern scanner with a higher sampling rate would solve this issue, and thus the 

moving-target method’s performance would approach the static method’s. 

Another possible avenue to improve the performance of phase-correction would 

be the use of harmonic imaging.  One inherent disadvantage of CE US is the blooming 

artifact, as is seen in the sub-occipital window results in Figure 13.  Harmonic imaging, 

however, can mitigate this artifact and restore delineation of vessels in the 1-2 mm range 

[63, 64].  In addition, as frequency falls in Equation 3, so does phase aberration.  In 

harmonic imaging transmit aberration would be lessened.  Additionally, the vessel 

contrast would be improved, since microbubble contrast agents have strong second 

harmonic echoes compared with brain tissue.   
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5.4 Brain Helmet 

In the future, we would like to couple the phase aberration correction work 

previously detailed with a unique portable dedicated transcranial ultrasound system 

capable of simultaneous scanning from all three acoustic windows (2 temporal windows 

+ sub-occipital window).  Such a system would ideally be used in a preclinical setting, 

such as an ambulance.  After being affixed to the patient’s head, the system would use 

2D matrix arrays to make 3D ultrasound scans via the acoustic windows. The data 

would be sent via cellphone, WiFi, or other wireless networks to a physician at a stroke 

center who would use the ultrasound information to help with therapy planning. In 

addition, phase correction would be employed for the two temporal windows to 

increase image quality and diagnostic value.  We have performed some preliminary 

work to test the feasibility of such as system, and this section details the results.  

First, during the IRB-approved study detailed in chapter 3, we scanned a 

volunteer simultaneously with two Volumetrics scanners.  The video output was then 

sent to a screen splitter for display.  Since the scanners were not running synchronously, 

there was an unacceptable amount of acoustic interference when scanning via the two 

temporal windows; pulses from one transducer were received by the other and vice 

versa.  We were, however, able to scan from one temporal window and the sub-occipital 

window and obtain useful 3D images.  An example image is shown in Figure 24.  After 

administration of Definity, the temporal window scan produced the color Doppler 
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images in Figure 24A and B, showing the axial circle of Willis and coronal image planes.  

The simultaneous sub-occipital scan showed views of the vertebral artery and atlas loop 

and the foramen magnum, shown in Figures 24C and D.    

 

Figure 24: Split screen video display of image planes from simultaneous temporal and 

sub-occipital 3D scans using two asynchronous scanners including: (A) Axial scan 

from temporal window showing ipsilateral MCA, ACA, PCA and its P2 segment. (B) 

Simultaneous coronal scan from temporal window (C) simultaneous coronal scan 

from sub-occipital window including VA and Atlas loop (AtL), (D) simultaneous 

parasagittal plane from sub-occipital window with foramen magnum (FM) visible. 
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In order to achieve synchronous scanning without acoustic interference, we 

decided to route the Volumetrics system’s 256 shared TX/RX and 256 TX-only 

connections to two matrix array transducers—128 shared TX/RX and 128 TX-only 

channels to each transducer.  Based on Field II [65] simulations of various array patterns, 

we chose a ring design.  We then designed and built a printed circuit board to route the 

channels from the system’s two female ITT Cannon connectors (Model DLM6-360P) to 

four new female connectors, to which we attached two Volumetrics 2D matrix arrays.   

The typical scanner volume is a 60°×60° pyramid of 64 × 64 = 4096 lines.  For this 

study, we modified the scanner to produce a two 60°×60° pyramids, sampled at the 

previous line-spacing in axial, but twice it in coronal, i.e. 64 × 32 = 2048 lines per scan.  

The pyramids are displayed next to one another, showing a 60°×120° scan on the 

display.   

To scan the two temporal windows simultaneously, we used the transducer 

holders and fixation system detailed in section 5.1.  We used a polymer skull casting (3B 

Scientific, Hamburg, Germany) filled with degassed water for our phantom.  We fixed a 

plastic mesh in the sagittal plane to mimic the mid-line falx and suspended a 3 mm 

inner-diameter latex tube into a U-shaped loop lying in the coronal plane.  By injecting 

agitated saline into the tube, we were able to mimic the flow of a contrast agent while 

scanning from both transducers.  Figure 25A shows the vessel loop simultaneously 

imaged in the coronal plane from both sides of the skull.  Figure 25B and D show the B-
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scan axial planes of the vessel.  Figure 25C shows a volume rendering of the vessels, 

with some noise down the center of the red volume. 

 

Figure 25: Brain helmet scans.  A: Simultaneous dual coronal scans of a looped vessel 

with flowing agitated saline shows flow away from one transducer and towards the 

other. B, D: Corresponding simultaneous axial scans. C: Volume rendered image of 

looped vessel. 

Phase aberration correction could be used with such as system to increase image 

quality either with a pulse-echo RF correlation-based system such as we used in 

previous chapters, or with a pitch-catch setup, using one temporal transducer to 
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transmit and the other to receive, and vice versa.  This method has been previously 

investigated by Miller-Jones [66] and more recently by Vignon, et al. [67]. 

Of course, a number of hurdles remain before this technology could be a useful 

clinical device.  Besides the integration of phase aberration correction, we would have to 

show that the multiple matrix array probes within the system could be placed accurately 

and reliably by medical professionals of limited training, such as emergency medical 

technicians.  However, we note that with a real-time 3D scan, precise positioning and 

aiming of the transducer may not be as crucial as with 1D and 2D Doppler, since an 

entire volume of data is scanned and stored.  The transducers would also have to be 

shown to be stable in their positioning over the duration of a typical transit to the 

hospital.  Additionally, the remote operation and control of the scanner would have to 

be perfected.  It would also be useful to implement fusing of the 3D volumes form the 

three transducers into a single volume for display.  Lastly, the device would have to be 

miniaturized sufficiently to fit in a portable unit with attached helmet device.  We are 

encouraged by breakthroughs such as the Siemens P-10, a 2D phased array scanner the 

size of a personal digital assistant (PDA), and the GE Voluson I, a real-time mechanical 

3D fetal scanner the size of a laptop computer.  
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Appendix A: Static and Moving-Target Multi-Lag Cross-
Correlation Code 

A.1 StaticCorr.m 

This MATLAB script coordinates the dataflow for the static multi-lag cross-

correlation aberration correction algorithm.  The steps are as follow. 0) Time the process.  

1) Run the Signatec acquisition code.  2) Re-order channels. 3) Dynamically focus the 

data.   4) Compute the aberrator as detailed in Appendix A.2.  5) Bi-linearly interpolate 

the delays to TX positions.  6) Send the RX and TX delay profiles back to the Model 1 via 

Ethernet. 7) Acquire the pre-update RF.  8) Acquire the post-update RF, to verify 

stability of the transducer during the process.   

% 0. time the process 
tic; 
for iter=1:2 
% 1. acquire data 
    !phaseabDaqdepthAv.exe 65 15 
    fid=fopen('data1.dat','rb'); 
    data1aq(:,iter)=fread(fid,'int16'); 
    fclose(fid); 
% 2. re-order 
    !swaplines.exe 
    fid=fopen('data1.dat','rb'); 
    data1sw(:,iter)=fread(fid,'int16'); 
    fclose(fid); 
% 3. focus data 
    !focusDepthFilt 65 
    fid=fopen('focused.bin','rb'); 
    foc(:,iter)=fread(fid,'double'); 
    figure 
    imagesc(reshape(foc(:,iter),256,221)); 
    fclose(fid); 
% 4. do correlation 
    !pa_ncorrmod12_corn.exe 
    % 4. interpolate  
    fid=fopen('data1.dat','rb'); 
    data1(:,iter)=fread(fid,'int16'); 
    fid=fopen('x.bin','rb'); 
    x(:,iter)=fread(fid,'double'); 
    fclose(fid); 
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    fid=fopen('xrx.bin','rb'); 
    xrx(:,iter)=fread(fid,'double'); 
    fclose(fid); 
% 5. interpolate 
    xrx(:,iter)=xrx(:,iter)*1.6; % convert to clock s 
    xtx(:,iter)=on'.*griddata(rx_coords(:,1)', 
        rx_coords(:,2)',xrx(:,iter)',indices(:,1)', indices(:,2)')'; 
    for i=0:447 
        if(txinterpMat(i*6+1)) 
            txinterp(i+1,iter)=xrx( txinterpMat(i*6 +3)+1,iter); 
        elseif(txinterpMat(i*6+2)) 
            txinterp(i+1,iter)= (xrx(txinterpMat(i* 6+3)+1,iter) +      
                 xrx(txinterpMat(i*6+4)+1,iter))/2;  
        else 
            txinterp(i+1,iter)=(xrx(txinterpMat(i*6 +3)+1,iter) + ... 
                xrx(txinterpMat(i*6+4)+1,iter) +...  
                xrx(txinterpMat(i*6+5)+1,iter)+...  
                +xrx(txinterpMat(i*6+6)+1,iter))/4;  
        end 
    end 
    txinterp(449:512,iter)=0; 
    txinterp(:,iter)=txinterp(:,iter).*on'; 
    dataIn(:,iter)=round(vertcat(txinterp(:,iter),x rx(:,iter))); 
    fid=fopen('dataIn.dat','wb'); 
    fwrite(fid,dataIn(:,iter),'int8'); 
    fclose(fid); 
    pause(2.5) 
% 6. send data 
    !udp2dosc.exe 
 
end 
 
% 7. Get pre-correction RF 
!phaseabDaqdepthAv.exe 65 1 
!swaplines.exe 
fid=fopen('data1.dat','rb'); 
motion(:,1)=fread(fid,'int16'); 
fclose(fid); 
 
% 8. Get post-correction RF 
!phaseabDaqdepthAv.exe 65 1 
!swaplines.exe 
fid=fopen('data1.dat','rb'); 
motion(:,2)=fread(fid,'int16'); 
fclose(fid); 
 
toc 
saveName=input('what do you want to name this data? \n','s'); 
save(saveName); 
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A.2 Pa_ncorrMod12_corn.exe 

This program reads in focused.bin, and computes the phase aberration profile 

using multi-lag least-squares cross-correlation.  The time delays are computed between 

nearby clusters, up to a lag of two in each direction, and one on the diagonals, by 

finding the peak of the normalized cross-correlation, and put into a vector D.  The model 

matrix, M, is a sparse matrix, with one row per pair of clusters correlated.  For each row, 

a one is entered in the column corresponding to the first cluster, and a -1 in the column 

corresponding to the second.  For example, a 3×2 transducer geometry with a maximum 

lag of one, including diagonals, would have a model matrix of  
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The model matrix is then saved in IC.bin, JC.bin, VC.bin, where IC contains the row 

number, JC the column number, and VC the value of each non-zero element. To solve 

this series of equations, we use Cholesky decomposition to solve in a least-squares sense. 

Beforehand, in Matlab, we first we compute the matrix, (MT M). Then, since this matrix 
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is symmetric and positive definite, it can be Cholesky decomposed into a triangular 

banded matrix, which is saved in atacbC.bin.  The program reads these matrices in and 

solves using forward and backward substitution.  The profile is then detrended, and 

interpolated to each RX element’s position.  The result is saved as doubles in xrx.bin.  

#include "inout.h" 
#include "interph.h" 
 
double ** allocate_d_2d( int row_dim, int col_dim);  
short ** allocate_s_2d( int row_dim, int col_dim); 
int nearest_neighbor_peak ( double * vec, int len ) ; 
int highest_peak(double *vec, int len); 
void sparse_mult (int *I, int *J, double *V, double  *b, double *x, int 

m, int n); 
void ncorr ( double * ref, double * disp,  

double * mom1_ref, double * mom2_ref,  
double * mom1_disp, double * mom2_disp,  
int length, int kernel_length, int search_up,  
int search_down, double ** corr); 

void mom1v( double * vec, int length, int window, d ouble * svm ); 
void mom2v( double * vec, int length, int window, d ouble * svs ); 
void pinterp (double y1, double y2, double y3, 

double * max_value, double * max_index); 
void cholsl_band (double **a, int n, double b[], do uble x[], int kl); 
double absD (double absin); 
 
char round(double roundin); 
 
struct dimensions { int channels; int axial; }; 
struct search { 

int num_elements; 
int ** coord; /* lateral and elevation search coord inates */ 
int row_reduce; /*model matrix row search to elimin ate redundant 
rows*/ 

}; 
 
int main (){  

int i,k,j,itmp; 
double dtmp; 
struct dimensions d;  

  double * frf; 
double * corr_index; 
struct search s;  /* search */ 
/* ncorrv */ 
double ** ref, ** mom1, ** mom2,**corr; 
int search_up=6, search_down=6; 
int window; 
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int chanref, chandisp; 
 

/* model */ 
double * V; 
int *I, *J; 
int M = 1179, N=221; 

 
/* linear algebra */ 
double *b1, **a, *x, *detx, *xrx; 
int ku = 34; 
char *xrxC; 

 
/* detrending */ 
double **detata; 
short **posvec; 
double planeCoeffs[3]={0,0,0}; 

 
/* timing */ 
clock_t tv1, tv2; 
double time; 

 
/*** fix some variables ***/ 
tv1 = clock(); 

 
/* declare dimensions */ 
d.channels = 221; 
d.axial = 256;  
/* search */ 
s.num_elements = 4; 
   
/* read rf data */ 
frf = malloc(sizeof(double)*d.channels*d.axial); 
inV("focused.bin",frf,d.channels*d.axial); 

   d.elevation*d.axial+6*d.axial+7]); 
/* read in model */ 
V = (double*)malloc(sizeof(double)*(M*2-1)); 
I = (int*)malloc(sizeof(int)*(M*2-1)); 
J = (int*)malloc(sizeof(int)*(M*2-1)); 
inV("VC.bin",V,M*2-1); 
inVi("IC.bin",I,M*2-1); 
inVi("JC.bin",J,M*2-1); 
 
/* linear algebra */ 
b1 = (double*)malloc(sizeof(double)*N); 
a = allocate_d_2d(N,ku+1); 
x = (double*)malloc(sizeof(double)*N); 
detx= (double*)malloc(sizeof(double)*N); 
xrx= (double*)malloc(sizeof(double)*256); 
xrxC=(char*)malloc(sizeof(char)*256); 
 
/* detrending */ 
detata = allocate_d_2d(3,N); 
posvec = allocate_s_2d(3,N); 
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/** normalized cross correlation **/ 
printf("start normalized cross correlation\n"); 
corr_index = malloc(sizeof(double)*M); 
window = d.axial-(search_up+search_down); 
ref = allocate_d_2d(d.channels, d.axial); 
mom1 = allocate_d_2d(d.channels, d.axial-window+1);  
mom2 = allocate_d_2d(d.channels, d.axial-window+1);  
corr = allocate_d_2d(1,search_up+search_down+1); 
 
/* find moments */ 
for(i=0; i<d.channels; i++){ 

/* vec placement */ 
      for(k=0; k<d.axial; k++){ 
  ref[i][k] = frf[i*d.axial+k]; 
 } 
 mom1v(ref[i],d.axial,window,mom1[i]); 
      mom2v(ref[i],d.axial,window,mom2[i]); 
} 
 
/* perform correlations first is reference next are  row pairs */ 
 
for(i=1; i<M; i++){ 

chanref = I[2*i-1]; 
chandisp = I[2*i]; 

       
      ncorr ( ref[chanref], ref[chandisp],  
   mom1[chanref], mom2[chanref],  

      mom1[chandisp],mom2[chandisp],  
      d.axial, window, search_up, search_down,  
      corr ); 

   
/* make sure second argument is odd */ 
itmp = highest_peak(corr[0],search_up+search_down+1 ); 
dtmp = corr[0][itmp]; 
     
if(itmp==0){  

corr_index[i] = -search_up; 
} 
else if (itmp==search_up+search_down){ 

corr_index[i] = search_down; 
} else { 

pinterp(corr[0][itmp-
1],corr[0][itmp],corr[0][itmp+1],&dtmp,&corr_index[ i]
); 

      corr_index[i] += itmp - search_up; 
} 

} 
 

corr_index[0] = 0; 
outV("correlation.bin",corr_index,M); 
 
/* multiply b by transpose of model matrix */ 
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sparse_mult (I,J,V,corr_index, b1, M*2-1,N); 
outV("b1.bin",b1,N); 
 
/* read matrix into buffer then reshape into a */ 
inM("atacbC.bin",a,N,ku+1); 
 
printf("solving system\n"); 
cholsl_band(a,N,b1,x,ku); 
outV("x.bin",x,N); 
 
/* read in detrending matrix, get plane coefficient s */ 
inM("detata",detata,3,N); 
inMs("posvec.bin",posvec,3,N); 
for(i=0;i<3;i++){ 

for(j=0;j<N;j++){ 
  planeCoeffs[i] += detata[i][j]*x[j]; 
 } 
} 
outV("planeCoeffs.bin",planeCoeffs,3); 
 
/* detrend data */ 
for(i=0;i<N;i++){ 

detx[i]=x[i]-posvec[0][i]*planeCoeffs[0]-
posvec[1][i]*planeCoeffs[1] - posvec[2][i]*planeCoe ffs[2]; 

} 
 
outV("detx.bin",detx,N); 
 
/* interpolate data to rx positions */ 
for(i=0;i<256;i++){ 

xrx[i]=0; 
 for(j=0;j<interporder[i*5];j++){ 

xrx[i] += ((double)detx[interporder[i*5+j+1]]) / 
((double)interporder[i*5]); 

} 
xrxC[i]=round(xrx[i]*1.6); /*sample *1s/25e6samples  * 

1e9ns/1s * 1clock/25ns = 1.6*/ 
} 
 
outV("xrx.bin",xrx,256); 
outVc("dataIn.dat",xrxC,256); 
tv2 = clock(); 
time = (tv2 - tv1)/(CLOCKS_PER_SEC / (double) 1000. 0); 
printf("Execution time : %f ms\n",time); 
return 0; 

} 
void outV( const char *name , double * a , int n ){  
   /* pointer to a file */ 
   FILE *fp; 

int count = 0; 
 

printf( "Writing data to file %s (size: %d bytes).. .\n" , name , 
sizeof(double)*n ); 
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/* open a file for writing, store handle to that fi le in fp */ 
if ( ( fp = fopen( name , "wb" ) ) != NULL ){ 

 
/* starting at the memory position a, write out N c hunks of data 
*each consisting of sizeof( double ) bytes; send th at data to the 
*file pointed to by fp */ 
count = fwrite( a , sizeof( double ) , n , fp ); 

     /* did we write everything out, as expected? * / 
     if ( count != n ) 

printf( "Error: Only wrote %d of %d data elements."  , count 
n ); 

      /* close the file we opened */ 
      fclose( fp ); 
      printf( "Closing file %s...\n" , name ); 
   } 
   else printf( "Error: Could not open file: %s\n."  , name ); 
 
} 
void inVs( const char *name , signed short *a , int  n ){ 
   /* pointer to a file */ 
   FILE *fp; 
   int count = 0; 
 
   printf( "Reading data from file %s (size: %d byt es)...\n" , name 

, sizeof(unsigned short)*n ); 
   /* open a file for reading, store handle to that  file in fp */ 
   if ( ( fp = fopen( name , "rb" ) ) != NULL ){ 
 
     /* starting at the memory position a, read N c hunks of data each 
      * consisting of sizeof( int ) bytes; send tha t data to the file 
      * pointed to by fp */ 
 
     count = fread( a, sizeof( signed short ) , n ,  fp ); 
     /* did we write everything out, as expected? * / 
     if ( count != n ) 

printf( "Error: Only read %d of %d data elements." , count 
, n ); 

     /* close the file we opened */ 
     fclose( fp ); 
     printf( "Closing file %s...\n" , name ); 
   } 
   else printf( "Error: Could not open file: %s\n."  , name ); 
} 
char round(double roundin){ 
 if( (absD( absD(roundin) - absD(floor(roundin))))> 0.5) 
  return ((char) ceil(roundin)); 
 else  return ((char) floor(roundin)); 
} 
double absD(double absin){ 
 if(absin>0) 
  return absin; 
 else return (-1*absin); 
} 
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double ** allocate_d_2d( int row_dim, int col_dim){ { 
/* allocate arrays as one contiguous piece of memor y */ 
double **result; 
int i; 
result = (double **)malloc(row_dim*sizeof(double *) ); 
result[0] = (double *)malloc(row_dim*col_dim*sizeof (double)); 
for(i=1; i<row_dim; i++) 
result[i] = result[i-1]+col_dim; 
return result; 

} 
short ** allocate_s_2d( int row_dim, int col_dim){ 

/* allocate arrays as one contiguous piece of memor y */ 
short **result; 
int i; 
result = (short **)malloc(row_dim*sizeof(short *));  
result[0] = (short *)malloc(row_dim*col_dim*sizeof( short)); 
for(i=1; i<row_dim; i++) 
result[i] = result[i-1]+col_dim; 
return result; 

} 
int highest_peak( double * vec, int len ){ 
 int center, index, i; 
 double max; 
 index=0; 
 max=0; 
 center=(len-1)/2; 
 for (i=0;i<len;i++){ 
  if(vec[i]>max){ 
   index=i; 
   max=vec[i]; 
  } 
 } 
 return index; 
} 
void sparse_mult (int *I, int *J, double *V, double  *b, double *x, int 

m, int n){ 
/* sparse matrix multiplication 
 * I : rows * J : cols * V : values * b : vector be ing multiplied 
 * x : answer  * n : length of sparse matrix vector s  
 * m : size of system */ 
int i; 
 
for(i=0;i<n;i++) x[i]=0; 
for(i=0;i<m;i++){ 

x[I[i]] += b[J[i]]*V[i]; 
} 

} 
void cholsl_band (double **a, int n, double b[], do uble x[], int kl) 
{ 

int i,k; 
double sum; 
  
/* solve L y = b */ 
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for (i=0;i<n;i++) { 
for (sum=b[i],k=i-1; k>=0; k--){ 

       if(kl+k-i>=0){ 
        sum -= a[i][kl+k-i]*x[k]; 
       } 
     } 

x[i]=sum/a[i][kl]; 
} 
/* solve t(L) x = y */ 
for (i=n-1;i>=0;i--) { 

for (sum=x[i],k=i+1;k<=n-1;k++){ 
       if(kl+k-i<=2*kl){ 

sum -= a[k][kl-k+i]*x[k]; 
       } 
     } 

x[i]=sum/a[i][kl]; 
} 

} 
void inM( const char *name , double ** a , int m , int n){ 

/* pointer to a file */ 
FILE *fp; 
int count = 0; 
int i; 

 
printf( "Reading data from file %s (size: %d bytes) ...\n" , name 

, sizeof(double)*n*m ); 
/* open a file for reading, store handle to that fi le in fp */ 
if ( ( fp = fopen( name , "rb" ) ) != NULL ){ 

for(i=0; i<m; i++){ 
 
      /* starting at the memory position a, read N chunks of data    

 * each consisting of sizeof( double ) bytes; send that  
 * data to the file pointed to by fp */ 

       
      count = fread( a[i] , sizeof( double ) , n , fp ); 
      /* did we write everything out, as expected? */ 
      if ( count != n ) 

printf( "Error: Only read %d of %d data elements." , 
count , n ); 

} 
     fclose( fp ); 
     printf( "Closing file %s...\n" , name ); 
} else { 

printf( "Error: Could not open file: %s\n." , name ); 
} 

} 
void inMs( const char *name , short ** a , int m , int n){ 

/* pointer to a file */ 
   FILE *fp; 

int count = 0; 
int i; 
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printf( "Reading data from file %s (size: %d bytes) ...\n" , name 
, sizeof(short)*n*m ); 

/* open a file for reading, store handle to that fi le in fp */ 
if ( ( fp = fopen( name , "rb" ) ) != NULL ){ 

for(i=0; i<m; i++){ 
/* starting at the memory position a, read N chunks   
 * of data each consisting of sizeof( double ) byte s;  
 * send that data to the file pointed to by fp */ 
count = fread( a[i] , sizeof( short ) , n , fp ); 
/* did we write everything out, as expected? */ 
if ( count != n ) 

printf( "Error: Only read %d of %d data 
elements." , count , n ); 

} 
fclose( fp ); 
printf( "Closing file %s...\n" , name ); 

} else{ 
printf( "Error: Could not open file: %s\n." , name ); 

     } 
} 
void inV( const char *name , double * a , int n ){ 

/* pointer to a file */ 
FILE *fp; 
int count = 0; 
 
printf( "Reading data from file %s (size: %d bytes) ...\n" , name 

, sizeof(double)*n ); 
/* open a file for reading, store handle to that fi le in fp */ 
if ( ( fp = fopen( name , "rb" ) ) != NULL ){ 

/* starting at the memory position a, read N chunks  of data  
 * each consisting of sizeof( double ) bytes; send that  
 * data to the file pointed to by fp */ 
 
count = fread( a , sizeof( double ) , n , fp ); 
/* did we write everything out, as expected? */ 
if ( count != n ) 

printf( "Error: Only read %d of %d data elements." , 
count , n ); 

 
/* close the file we opened */ 
fclose( fp ); 
printf( "Closing file %s...\n" , name ); 

} else { 
printf( "Error: Could not open file: %s\n." , name ); 

} 
} 
void inVi( const char *name , int * a , int n ){ 

/* pointer to a file */ 
FILE *fp; 
int count = 0; 
printf( "Reading data from file %s (size: %d bytes) ...\n" , name 

, sizeof(int)*n ); 
/* open a file for reading, store handle to that fi le in fp */ 
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if ( ( fp = fopen( name , "rb" ) ) != NULL ){ 
 
   /* starting at the memory position a, read N chu nks of data  
  * each consisting of sizeof( int ) bytes; send th at data  
  * to the file pointed to by fp */ 
 

count = fread( a , sizeof( int ) , n , fp ); 
     /* did we write everything out, as expected? * / 
     if ( count != n ) 

 printf( "Error: Only read %d of %d data elements."  , 
count , n ); 

 
/* close the file we opened */ 
fclose( fp ); 
printf( "Closing file %s...\n" , name ); 

} else { 
printf( "Error: Could not open file: %s\n." , name ); 

} 
} 
void mom1v( double * vec, int length, int window, d ouble * svm){ 
/* calculate the mean within a sliding window, vect or form */ 

int i; 
 
/* calculate the first mean */ 
svm[0] = 0; 
for (i=0; i<window; i++) svm[0] += vec[i]; 
 
svm[0] /= window; 
/* calculate the subsequent means */ 
for (i=window; i<length; i++){ 

svm[i-window+1] = (svm[i-window]*window-vec[i-
window]+vec[i])/window; 

} 
} 
void mom2v( double * vec, int length, int window, d ouble * svs ){ 
/* sliding window second moment */ 

int i; 
/* calculate the first second moment */ 
svs[0] = 0; 
for (i=0; i<window; i++) svs[0] += vec[i]*vec[i]; 
 
svs[0] /= window; 
/* calculate the subsequent sms */ 
for (i=window; i<length; i++){ 

svs[i-window+1] = (svs[i-window]*window-vec[i-
window]*vec[i-window]+vec[i]*vec[i])/window; 

} 
} 
void ncorr ( double * ref, double * disp, double * mom1_ref, double * 

mom2_ref, double * mom1_disp, double * mom2_disp, i nt length, int 
kernel_length, int search_up, int search_down, doub le ** corr){ 
int i,j,k; 
double num, den; 
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/* outer loop: position in correlation calculation */ 
for(i=search_up; i<length-kernel_length+1-search_do wn; i++){ 

/* middle loop: position in search region */ 
for(j=-search_up; j<=search_down; j++){ /* note: in clusive 

set */ 
num = 0; 
den = 0; 

        /* inner loop: position in kernel */ 
for(k=0; k<kernel_length; k++){ 

num += (ref[i+k]-mom1_ref[i])*(disp[i+j+k]-
mom1_disp[i+j]); 

den += (mom2_disp[i+j] - 
mom1_disp[i+j]*mom1_disp[i+j]); 

        } 
den *= (mom2_ref[i] - 

mom1_ref[i]*mom1_ref[i])*kernel_length; 
den = sqrt(den); 
corr[i-search_up][j+search_up] = num/den; 

      } 
   } 
} 
void outVc( const char *name , char * a , int n ){ 

/* pointer to a file */ 
FILE *fp; 
int count = 0; 
printf( "Writing data to file %s (size: %d bytes).. .\n" , name , 

sizeof(char)*n ); 
/* open a file for writing, store handle to that fi le in fp */ 
if ( ( fp = fopen( name , "wb" ) ) != NULL ){ 

/* starting at the memory position a, write out N c hunks of  
 * data each consisting of sizeof( char ) bytes; se nd that  
 * data to the file pointed to by fp */ 
count = fwrite( a , sizeof( char ) , n , fp ); 

     /* did we write everything out, as expected? * / 
if ( count != n ) 

printf( "Error: Only wrote %d of %d data elements."  , 
count , n ); 

     /* close the file we opened */ 
fclose( fp ); 
printf( "Closing file %s...\n" , name ); 

}else{ 
printf( "Error: Could not open file: %s\n." , name ); 

} 
} 
void pinterp (double y1, double y2, double y3, doub le * max_value, 

double * max_index){ 
/* for three points defining a parabola 
 * (x1,y1), (x2,y2), (x3,y3) 
 * let x1=-1; x2=0; x3=1; 
 * the peak is at 
 * xp = (y1-y3)/(2*y1-4*y2+2*y3) 
 * yp = y2+(-y1*y1+2*y1*y3-y3*y3)/(8*y1-16*y2+8*y3)   
 * NOTE : divide by zero possible */ 
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*max_index = ((y1-y3)/(2*y1-4*y2+2*y3)); 
*max_value = (y2+(-y1*y1+2*y1*y3-y3*y3)/(8*y1-16*y2 +8*y3)); 

} 

A.3 MovingCorr.m 

This MATLAB script coordinates the dataflow for the moving-target multi-lag 

cross-correlation aberration correction algorithm.  The steps are as follow. 0) Time the 

process. 1) Receive the RF data via the Ethernet connection.  2) Dynamically focus the 

data.  3) Compute the aberrator as detailed in Appendix A.4.  4) Bi-linearly interpolate 

the delays to TX positions. 5) Send the RX and TX delay profiles back to the Model 1 via 

Ethernet.   

% 0. TIME THE PROCESS 
tic      
for iter=1:2 
% 1. RECIEVE DATA 
    !mtMArecv.exe 
% 2. FOCUS AND GATE 
    !mtFocMADepSpeed.exe 65 1540 
% 3. COMPUTE ABERRATOR 
    !pa_ncorrMod12_MT_corn_readSamp.exe  
    fid=fopen('datrcvd.dat','rb'); 
    evalin('base', 

strcat('dat',num2str(iter),'=fread(fid,''int16'');' )) 
    fclose(fid); 
    fid=fopen('focused.bin','rb'); 
    evalin('base',strcat('foc',num2str(iter),'= 
        fread(fid,''double'');')); 
    fclose(fid); 
    fid=fopen('xrx.bin','rb'); 
    xrx(:,iter)=fread(fid,'double'); 
    fclose(fid); 
    xrx(:,iter)=round(xrx(:,iter)*2.5); 
% 4. INTERPOLATE TO TX POSITIONS 
    for i=0:447 
        if(txinterpMat(i*6+1)) 
            txinterp(i+1,iter)=xrx( txinterpMat(i*6 +3)+1,iter); 
        elseif(txinterpMat(i*6+2)) 
            txinterp(i+1,iter)= (xrx(txinterpMat(i* 6+3)+1,iter) +...  
                xrx(txinterpMat(i*6+4)+1,iter))/2; 
        else 
            txinterp(i+1,iter)=(xrx(txinterpMat(i*6 +3)+1,iter) +...  
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                xrx(txinterpMat(i*6+4)+1,iter) +...  
                xrx(txinterpMat(i*6+5)+1,iter)+... 
                xrx(txinterpMat(i*6+6)+1,iter))/4; 
        end 
    end 
    txinterp(449:512,iter)=0; 
    txinterp(:,iter)=round(txinterp(:,iter).*on'); 
    xrxR(:,iter)=round(xrx(:,iter)); 
    dataIn=round(vertcat(txinterp(:,iter),xrx(:,ite r))); 
    fid=fopen('dataIn.dat','wb'); 
    fwrite(fid,dataIn,'int8'); 
    fclose(fid); 
% 5. SEND DATA 
    !udp2dosc.exe 
end 
 
saveName=input('what do you want to name this data? \n','s'); 
save(saveName); 

A.4 Pa_ncorrMod12_MT_corn_readSamp.exe 

This program reads in and computes the phase aberration profile of focused.bin 

using moving-target multi-lag least-squares cross-correlation, much as in the static 

method, detailed in A.2.  One major difference is that with this method, two model 

matrices are calculated.  The version used for indexing the cross-correlations is stored in 

I1.bin, J1.bin, and V1.bin.  This model matrix treats the same cluster taken in different 

sub-apertures as unique, and is thus has 256 columns.  The model matrix used for 

solving the least-squares system, stored in I2.bin, J2.bin, and V2.bin treats the same 

clusters taken in different sub-apertures as identical, and thus has 221 columns.  This 

second model matrix is Cholesky decomposed, and stored in atacbECM.bin.  The 

resulting profile is then detrended and it interpolated to the RX element positions and 

saves as 256 doubles in xrx.bin.  The functions allocate_d_2d, sparse_mult, ncorr, 
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highest_peak, round, absD, cholsl_band, inM, inMS, inV, inVi, mom1v, mom2v, 

outM, outV, outVc, outVi, and pinterp have been previously detailed in Appendix A.2.    

#include "inout.h" 
#include "interphMT.h" 
 
double ** allocate_d_2d( int row_dim, int col_dim);  
short ** allocate_s_2d( int row_dim, int col_dim); 
int nearest_neighbor_peak ( double * vec, int len ) ; 
void sparse_mult (int *I, int *J, int *V, double *b , double *x, int m, 

int n); 
void ncorr ( double * ref, double * disp, double * mom1_ref, double * 

mom2_ref, double * mom1_disp, double * mom2_disp, i nt length, int 
kernel_length, int search_up, int search_down, doub le ** corr); 

void mom1v( double * vec, int length, int window, d ouble * svm ); 
void mom2v( double * vec, int length, int window, d ouble * svs ); 
void pinterp (double y1, double y2, double y3, doub le * max_value, 

double * max_index); 
void cholsl_band (double **a, int n, double b[], do uble x[], int kl); 
double absD (double absin); 
char round(double roundin); 
void outM(const char *name, double ** a, int m, int  n); 
int highest_peak( double * vec, int len ); 
 
struct dimensions { int channels; int axial; }; 
struct search { 
   int num_elements; 
   int ** coord; /* lateral and elevation search co ordinates */ 
   int row_reduce; /* model matrix row search to el iminate redundant 

rows */ 
}; 
 
int main (int argc, char**argv){  //uses corners 

int i,k,j,itmp,numSamples; 
double dtmp; 
double sampPerMm=5.19481; 
struct dimensions d1,d2;  
double * frf, *corr_index; 
struct search s;  /* search */ 
char *sizes; 
int nAcq,acq=0; 
int nSampTot=0; 
FILE *fSizes; 
/* ncorrv */ 
double ** ref, ** mom1, ** mom2,**corr; 
int search_up=5, search_down=5; 
int chanref, chandisp,window; 
 
/* model */ 
double * V1; 
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int *I1, *J1, *I2, *J2,*V2; 
int M1 = 817; 
int N1 = 256; 
int M2 = 817; 
int N2 = 221; 
int kd, ndiags; 

   double *Mod; 
 
   /* linear algebra */ 
   double *b1, **a, *x, *detx,  *xrx,*b2; 
   int ku = 108; 
   char *xrxC; 
 

/* detrending */ 
   double **detata; 
   short **posvec; 
   double planeCoeffs[3]={0,0,0}; 
     

/* timing */ 
   clock_t tv1, tv2, tv0; 
   double time; 
 
   // addition to debug 
     double *alli,*alld,dinterp,**allcorr; 
  
 tv0=clock(); 
 
 if(argc!=1){ 
  printf("%s\n",argv[0]); 
  fflush(stdout); 
  return(0); 
 } 
 
 fSizes=fopen("sizes.bin","rb"); 
 fseek(fSizes,0,SEEK_END); 
 nAcq=ftell(fSizes); 
 rewind(fSizes); 
 sizes=(char*)malloc(sizeof(char)*nAcq); 
 fread(sizes,sizeof(char),nAcq,fSizes); 
 fclose(fSizes); 
 for(acq=0;acq<nAcq;acq++){ 
  nSampTot+=sizes[acq]; 
 } 

numSamples=4 * nSampTot; 
 alli=malloc(sizeof(double)*M1); 
 alld=malloc(sizeof(double)*M1); 
 
 dinterp=malloc(sizeof(double)*3*M1); 
 allcorr=allocate_d_2d(M1,search_up + search_down +  1); 
 alli[0]=0; 
 alld[0]=0; 
  
 /* allocate weights*/ 
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 kd= 109; 
 ndiags=109; 
 Mod=(double*)malloc( M2 * N2 * sizeof(double)); 
 
   /*** fix some variables ***/ 
   tv1 = clock(); 
 
   /* declare dimensions */ 
     
   d1.channels=256; 
   d1.axial = numSamples; 
   d2.channels = 221; 
   d2.axial = numSamples; 
 
   /* search */ 
   s.num_elements = 4; 
 ndiags=ku+1; 
 
   frf = malloc(sizeof(double)*d1.channels*d1.axial ); 
   inV("focused.bin",frf,d1.channels*d1.axial); 
    

/* read in model */ 
   V1 = (double*)malloc(sizeof(double)*(M1*2-1)); 
   I1 = (int*)malloc(sizeof(int)*(M1*2-1)); 
   J1 = (int*)malloc(sizeof(int)*(M1*2-1)); 

inV("V1.bin",V1,M1*2-1); 
inVi("I1.bin",I1,M1*2-1); 
inVi("J1.bin",J1,M1*2-1); 
  
V2 = (int*)malloc(sizeof(int)*(M2*2-1)); 
I2 = (int*)malloc(sizeof(int)*(M2*2-1)); 
J2 = (int*)malloc(sizeof(int)*(M1*2-1)); 
inVi("V2int.bin",V2,M2*2-1); 
inVi("I2.bin",I2,M2*2-1); 
inVi("J2.bin",J2,M2*2-1); 
 
inV("modelMatECM.bin",Mod,M2*N2); 
/* linear algebra */ 
b1 = (double*)malloc(sizeof(double)*N2); 
b2 = (double *) malloc(sizeof(double)*N2); 
a = allocate_d_2d(N2,ku+1); 
x = (double*)malloc(sizeof(double)*N2); 
detx= (double*)malloc(sizeof(double)*N2); 
xrx= (double*)malloc(sizeof(double)*256); 
xrxC=(char*)malloc(sizeof(char)*256); 

 
/* detrending */ 
detata = allocate_d_2d(3,N2); 
posvec = allocate_s_2d(3,N2); 
 
/** normalized cross correlation **/ 
printf("start normalized cross correlation\n"); 
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corr_index = (double *)malloc(sizeof(double)*M2); 
window = d1.axial-(search_up+search_down); 
  
ref = allocate_d_2d(d1.channels, d1.axial); 
mom1 = allocate_d_2d(d1.channels, d1.axial-window+1 ); 
mom2 = allocate_d_2d(d1.channels, d1.axial-window+1 ); 
corr = allocate_d_2d(1,search_up+search_down+1); 
 
 
/* find moments */ 
for(i=0; i<d1.channels; i++){ 

      /* vec placement */ 
       for(k=0; k<d1.axial; k++){ 
      ref[i][k] = frf[i*d1.axial+k]; 
    } 
    mom1v(ref[i],d1.axial,window,mom1[i]); 
       mom2v(ref[i],d1.axial,window,mom2[i]); 
   } 

 
/* perform correlations first is reference next are  row pairs */ 
for(i=1; i<M1; i++){ 

int corrcount; 
chanref = I1[2*i-1]; 

     chandisp = I1[2*i]; 
     

ncorr ( ref[chanref], ref[chandisp],mom1[chanref], 
mom2[chanref], mom1[chandisp],mom2[chandisp],     
d1.axial, window, search_up, search_down,      
corr ); 

      
/* make sure second argument is odd */ 

 itmp = highest_peak( corr[0], search_up+search_dow n+1); 
     dtmp = corr[0][itmp]; 
 //addition to debug 
 alli[i]=itmp; 

for(corrcount=0;corrcount<search_up+search_down+1;c orrcount
++){ 

   
allcorr[i][corrcount]=corr[0][corrcount]; 

 } 
  
     
    if(itmp==0){  

        corr_index[i] = -search_up; 
     dinterp[i*3]=0; 

dinterp[i*3+1]= -search_up; 
     dinterp[i*3+2]=0; 

} 
else if (itmp==search_up+search_down){ 

        corr_index[i] = search_down; 
     dinterp[i*3]= 0; 

dinterp[i*3+1]= search_down; 
     dinterp[i*3+2]=0; 
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      } else { 
pinterp(corr[0][itmp-1],corr[0][itmp], 
corr[0][itmp+1], &dtmp, &corr_index[i]); 

        corr_index[i] += itmp - search_up; 
     dinterp[i*3]=corr[0][itmp-1]; 
     dinterp[i*3+1]=corr[0][itmp]; 
     dinterp[i*3+2]=corr[0][itmp+1]; 
      } 
  alld[i]=dtmp; 
      /*printf("%f,%f)\n",dtmp,corr_index[i]);*/ 

} 
 

alld[0]=1; 
outV("itmps.bin",alli,M1); 

   outV("dtmps.bin",alld,M1); 
   outM("allcorr.bin",allcorr,M1,search_up + search _down + 1); 
   outV("dinterp.bin",dinterp,M1*3); 
   corr_index[0] = 0; 
   outV("correlation.bin",corr_index,M1); 
   /* multiply b by transpose of model matrix */ 
   sparse_mult(I2,J2,V2,corr_index, b1, M2*2-1,N2);  
   outV("b1.bin",b1,N2); 
  

/* read matrix into buffer then reshape into a */ 
   inM("atacbECM.bin",a,N2,ku+1); 
 

printf("solving system\n"); 
   cholsl_band(a,N2,b1,x,ku); 
   outV("x.bin",x,N2); 
 
   kd=ndiags-1; 

/* read in detrending matrix, which is position vec tor, PK as 
(PK'*PK)^-1*PK,f get plane coefficients */ 

   inM("detata",detata,3,N2); 
   inMs("posvec.bin",posvec,3,N2); 

for(i=0;i<3;i++){ 
  for(j=0;j<N2;j++){ 
     planeCoeffs[i] += detata[i][j]*x[j]; 
    } 
   } 
 
   outV("planeCoeffs.bin",planeCoeffs,3); 
   

/* detrend data */ 
   for(i=0;i<N2;i++){ 

detx[i]=x[i]-posvec[0][i]*planeCoeffs[0]-
posvec[1][i]*planeCoeffs[1] - 
posvec[2][i]*planeCoeffs[2]; 

} 
 

outV("detx.bin",detx,N2); 
 
/* interpolate data to rx positions */ 
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   for(i=0;i<256;i++){  
    xrx[i]=0; 
    for(j=0;j<interporder[i*5];j++){ 

xrx[i] += ((double)detx[interporder[i*5+j+1]])/ 
((double)interporder[i*5]); 

    } 
xrxC[i]=round(xrx[i]*2.5); /*sample *1s/16e6samples  * 

1e9ns/1s * 1clock/25ns = 2.5*/ 
   } 
   
   outV("xrx.bin",xrx,256); 
   outVc("dataIn.dat",xrxC,256); 
   tv2 = clock(); 
   time = (tv2 - tv1)/(CLOCKS_PER_SEC / (double) 10 00.0); 
   printf("Execution time Rest: %f ms\n",time); 
   time= (tv2- tv0)/(CLOCKS_PER_SEC / (double) 1000 .0); 
   printf("Total execution time: %f ms\n",time); 
 
   free(b1); 
   free(b2); 
   free(a); 
   free(x); 
   free(detx); 
   free(xrx); 
   free(xrxC); 
   free(detata); 
   free(posvec); 
   free(ref); 
   free(mom1); 
   free(mom2); 
   free(corr); 

return 0; 
} 

A.5 Static and Moving-Target Cross-Correlation Scan-Release  

The following are the changes made to the Volumetrics scanner’s real-time code 

to enable static and moving-target cross-correlation phase aberration correction.  Upon 

hitting the Static Correct button, the system runs the routine SCC_correct( ), below.  

Upon hitting the Moving Correct button, the system runs the routine ecg_frame_trim( 

void*), which calls MCC_correct( ), both shown below. 

SCC_CORRECT(); File: VM_MSG.cpp 
 
RC VMachine::SCC_correct(){ //nmi 
 int i; 
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 double clk1; 
 double clk2; 
 

if (cmd_state_table[RESET_SECTOR_TILTS_CMD] == DISA BLE) { 
       return RC_OK; 
    } 

/*ZERO OUT ECHO ARRAYS*/ 
    for(i=0;i<256;i++){ 
  rxEcho[i    ]=0; 
  txEcho[i*2  ]=0; 
  txEcho[i*2+1]=0; 
    } 
    stop(); 
 
    for(i=0;i<2;i++){ 
     int count=0; 
  /*RECORD */ 
  force_record_id2(30); 
 
  /*WAIT 750 MS TO ACQUIRE 15 FRAMES*/ 
  delay(750); 
  /*WORKS ONLY FOR SCANDEPTHS < 15CM*/ 
 
     /* STOP SCANNER*/ 
  stop(); 
  
  clk1=clock(); 
 
  /* RECEIVE DELAYS */ 
  system("udp2winC.exe"); 
  clk2=clock(); 
  
  /* READ DELAYS */ 
  inV("dataOut.dat",delaysIn,768); 
 
  /* PUT DELAYS INTO ECHO ARRAYS*/ 
  for(count=0;count<256;count++){ 
   rxEcho[count]     += delaysIn[count+512]; 
   txEcho[count*2]   += delaysIn[count*2]; 
   txEcho[count*2+1] += delaysIn[count*2+1]; 
  } 
 
  /* UPDATE ACQ DELAYS*/ 
  update_Acq_delays(); //updates using delaysIn 
 
    } 
    force_record_id2(30); // get pre-update RF; 
    stop(); 
    update_Echo_delays(); //updates entire scan usi ng *xEcho; 
    force_record_id2(30);// get post-update RF to c heck for movement; 
    stop(); 
    force_record_id2(9);  // resume recording; 

return RC_OK; 
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} 
 
ECG_FRAME_TRIM( VOID * ); FILE: Scr2d.cpp 
 
RC ScreenEcho2D::ecg_frame_trim( void * ) { 
 void * dummy; 
 vm->stop(); 
 vm->record_id2(30); 
 cf_mode(dummy); 
 vm->MCC_correct(filecounter); 
 filecounter++; 
 vm->record_id2(9); 
 cf_mode(dummy); 
 vm->brain_record(); 
 b_mode(dummy); 
 vm->reset_sector_tilts2(); 
 return RC_OK;    
} 
 
MCC_CORRECT( INT FILECOUNTER); FILE: VM_MSG.cpp 
 
RC VMachine::MCC_correct(int filecounter){  
 FILE *fp,*fTimer,*fSizes, *fDebug,*fStarts; 
 int iter,i; 
 char path1[12]; 
 char path2[12]; 
 char pathDebug[12]; 
 char * syscommand; 

int nSamples= (int)ceil(10.0/1000.0/770.0*4.0e6); / * this is 
number of samples per 10 mm. =52  

  *if you want to change gate length, this 
  * needs to be changed.  nmi */ 
 int nSampTot=0; 
 double cutOff=0.4; 
 double nSpeckles=0.0; 

double speckSize=9.625e-4; /* meters per speckle on  this 
transducer*/ 

 signed short * rfarray; 
 u32 CTR_start = 0x0d000000; 
 u32 CTR_stop = 0x0d7fffff; 
 u32 dump_mask=0xffffffff; 
 double timer0,timer1,timer2,timer3; 
 timer0=(double)clock(); 
 sprintf(path2,"C:\\rb%06i",filecounter); 

syscommand=(char*)malloc(sizeof(char)*32); /* my li mit, not 
system's, but need something*/ 

rfarray= (signed short*)malloc(sizeof(signed 
short)*nSamples*256); 

 fTimer=fopen("c:\\timer.txt","wt"); 
 fprintf(fTimer,"timer file\n"); 
 fclose(fTimer); 
 
 /*ZERO OUT ECHO ARRAYS*/ 
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 for(i=0;i<256;i++){ 
  rxEcho[i    ]=0; 
  txEcho[i*2  ]=0; 
  txEcho[i*2+1]=0; 
 } 
 /* AIM to get first 16 lines*/ 
 vs->set_cf_theta_aim(0.0); 
 vs->set_cf_theta_span(64.0); 
 vs->set_cf_phi_aim(-27.0);  
 vs->set_cf_phi_span(4.0);  
 vs->set_cf_start_depth(65.0); 
 vs->set_cf_end_depth(75.0); 
 finish_cf_aiming(); 
 
 stop(); 
 set_sample_rate(5);  
 stop(); 
 
 for(iter=0;iter<2;iter++){  //  2 iterations 
  u32 data,addr; 
  int count=0; 
  int acqCount=0; 
  signed short maxRf; 
  fSizes=fopen("c:\\sizes.bin","wb"); 
  fclose(fSizes); 
  fStarts=fopen("c:\\starts.bin","wb"); 
  fclose(fStarts); 
  nSpeckles=0.0; 
  sprintf(path1,"C:\\ra%06i",iter); 
  stop(); 
  fp=fopen(path1,"wb"); 
  fclose(fp); 
  HAL_mem_fill(CTR_start,CTR_stop,0); //clear the C TR  
    
  while((nSpeckles < 20)&&(acqCount<10)){ 
   int j,sFound,cutFront,cutBack,tmpSamp; 
   acqCount++;  
   
   /*RECORD*/ 
      leave_current_state(); 
      freeze_screen(); 
      begin_record(); 
      vs->reset_stored_volumes(); 
      set_command_state(); 
   //end record's innards 
 
      /* STOP*/ 
      stop(); 
   fTimer=fopen("c:\\timer.txt","at"); 
      timer1=(double)clock(); 
      fprintf(fTimer,"timer file\n"); 
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fprintf(fTimer,"from start to end of 1st record, 
%01ith iter\t%f\n",iter,(timer1-
timer0)/(CLOCKS_PER_SEC/(double)1000.0)); 

   fclose(fTimer); 
 
      sprintf(pathDebug,"C:\\DA%06i",acqCount-1); 
      fDebug=fopen(pathDebug,"wb"); 
      

/* put first set of rf data in an array, also write  
it to the disk as a check*/ 

 
   for (i=0;i<256;i++){ 
    for (j=0;j<nSamples;j++){ 
     addr=(i*16*512 + j)*4 + CTR_start; 
     HAL_read_bus_BE(addr,&data); 

rfarray[i*nSamples +j]=(signed short) 
(data>>16); 

fwrite(&rfarray[i*nSamples+j], 
2,1,fDebug); 

    } 
   } 
 
   fclose(fDebug); 
   fTimer=fopen("c:\\timer.txt","at"); 
   timer2=(double)clock(); 

fprintf(fTimer,"time to put rf1 in array and write 
debug 1\t%f\n",(timer2-
timer1)/(CLOCKS_PER_SEC/(double)1000.0)); 

   fclose(fTimer); 
 
   /*RECORD*/ 
      leave_current_state(); 
      freeze_screen(); 
      begin_record(); 
      vs->reset_stored_volumes(); 
      set_command_state(); 
      stop(); 
      sprintf(pathDebug,"C:\\DB%06i",acqCount-1); 
      fDebug=fopen(pathDebug,"wb"); 
       

/*subtract second set of data from first, and 
calculate the Max*/ 

      maxRf=0; 
        for (i=0;i<256;i++){ 
       for(j=0;j<nSamples;j++){ 
        addr=(i*16*512 + j)*4+CTR_start; 
        HAL_read_bus_BE(addr, &data); 

rfarray[i*nSamples +j]- =((signed 
short)(data>>16)); 

fwrite(&rfarray[i*nSamples+j], 
2,1,fDebug); 

        if(rfarray[i*nSamples+j]>maxRf){ 
         maxRf=rfarray[i*nSamples+j]; 
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        } 
       } 
      } 
        fclose(fDebug); 
 
      fTimer=fopen("c:\\timer.txt","at"); 
      timer1=(double)clock(); 

fprintf(fTimer,"time to subtract data, calc Max and  
write Debug 2\t%f\n",(timer1-
timer2)/(CLOCKS_PER_SEC/(double)1000.0)); 

fclose(fTimer); 
 
/* go through column by column and find the first   
 * column with a sample greater than cutoff% of the   
 * max*/ 
   

 
      sFound=0; 
      cutFront=0; 
      while(!sFound){ 
       for(j=0;j<nSamples;j++){ 
        for(i=0;i<256;i++){ 

if(((double)rfarray[i*nSamples+j]) 
>(cutOff*((double)maxRf))){ 

          sFound=1; 
          cutFront=j; 
          break; 
         } 
        } 
        if(sFound){ 
         break; 
        } 
       } 
      } 
    
      fTimer=fopen("c:\\timer.txt","at"); 
      timer2=(double)clock(); 

fprintf(fTimer,"time to find front of 
speckle\t%f\n",(timer2-
timer1)/(CLOCKS_PER_SEC/(double)1000.0)); 

fclose(fTimer); 
    

/* go through column by column from the end and fin d  
 * the last column with a sample greater than cutof f% 
 * of the max*/ 

 
      sFound=0; 
      cutBack=0; 
      while(!sFound){ 
       for(j=nSamples-1;j>cutFront;j--){ 
        for(i=0;i<256;i++){ 

if(((double)rfarray[i*nSamples+j]) 
> (cutOff*((double)maxRf))){ 
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          sFound=1; 
          cutBack=j; 
          break; 
         } 
        } 
        if(sFound){ 
         break; 
        } 
       } 
      } 
      timer1=(double)clock(); 
      fTimer=fopen("c:\\timer.txt","at"); 

fprintf(fTimer,"time to find back of 
speckle\t%f\n",(timer1-
timer2)/(CLOCKS_PER_SEC/(double)1000.0)); 

      fclose(fTimer);  
 

/* calculate how many speckles this is: samples /    
* Fsample Hz *770 m/s *( 1 speckle / 4.192e-4 m) */  
nSpeckles+= (((double)(cutBack-cutFront+1))*770.0/ 

4.0e6 / speckSize); 
   printf("nSpeckles=%f\n",nSpeckles); 
      printf("cutFront=%i\ncutBack=%i\n",cutFront,c utBack); 
 
      fTimer=fopen("c:\\timer.txt","at"); 

fprintf(fTimer,"acq Number %01i increased nSpeckles  
to %f\n",acqCount, nSpeckles); 

      fclose(fTimer); 
        /* write how many samples this is, so we ca n split 

 * the file accordingly later*/ 
      fSizes=fopen("c:\\sizes.bin","ab"); 
      tmpSamp=(cutBack-cutFront+1+1); 
      fwrite(&tmpSamp,1,1,fSizes); 
      fclose(fSizes); 
     
      /*write where the start is, so that we can fo cus  
    * correctly later*/ 
      fStarts=fopen("c:\\starts.bin","ab"); 
      fwrite(&cutFront,1,1,fStarts); 
      fclose(fStarts); 
 
      /* write data to hard drive, write extra zero s on  
    * back of data, so there is no discontinuity be tween 

     * speckle groups */ 
      
      fp=fopen(path1,"ab"); 
      for (i=0; i<256; i++){ 
       short zero=0; 

fwrite(&rfarray[i*nSamples+cutFront],2,(cutBack
-cutFront +1),fp); 

       fwrite(&zero,2,1,fp); 
      } 
      fclose(fp); 
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      fTimer=fopen("c:\\timer.txt","at"); 
      timer2=(double)clock(); 

fprintf(fTimer,"time to write data %01i to hard 
drive\t%f\n",acqCount,(timer2-
timer1)/(CLOCKS_PER_SEC/(double)1000.0)); 

      fclose(fTimer); 
          
      fTimer=fopen("C:\\timer.txt","at"); 

fprintf(fTimer,"time to do %01ith 
acq:\t%f\n",acqCount,(timer2-
timer0)/(CLOCKS_PER_SEC/(double)1000.0)); 

      fclose(fTimer); 
 

nSampTot+= (cutBack-cutFront+1+1); /* +1 because of   
 *extra zero at the end*/ 

  }///end while loop 
 

sprintf(syscommand, "mtmasend.exe %02i %02i",iter, 
acqCount); //new program takes number of samples 

     
     /*send digital RF and receive delays*/ 
  system(syscommand); 
 
     /* READ DELAYS*/ 
     inV("dataOut.dat",delaysIn, 768); 
 
     /*PUT DELAYS INTO ECHO ARRAYS*/ 
  for(count=0;count<256;count++){ 
   rxEcho[count]     += delaysIn[count+512]; 
   txEcho[count*2]   += delaysIn[count*2]; 
   txEcho[count*2+1] += delaysIn[count*2+1]; 
  } 
 
  /* UPDATE ACQ DELAYS*/ 
  stop(); 
  update_Acq_delays(); //updates using delaysIn 
   
 } 
 stop(); 
 set_sample_rate(8); 
 stop(); 
 update_Echo_delays(); //updates entire scan using *xEcho; 
 force_record_id2(30); 
 stop(); 
 free(syscommand); 
 free(rfarray); 
 return RC_OK; 
} 
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Appendix B: Static and Moving-Target Speckle 
Brightness Code 

B.1Static Speckle Brightness Scan-Release 

The following are the changes made to the Volumetrics scanner’s real-time code 

to enable static speckle brightness phase aberration correction. Upon hitting the Correct 

Scan button, the system runs the routine SSB_correct( ), below. 

 This first computes normalization factors for the 16 parallel receive sums.  It 

takes data summed with identical delays on the 16 receive sums from a 1 cm gate 

starting at a predetermined, i.e. not user-definable, depth.  The B-mode data is then 

squared and summed, and added into a 16 element vector.  The normalization factors 

are then computed by dividing the mean of the vector by each vector element.  

For the 16 parallel receive sums, there is a different phasing for one cluster from -

7 clock cycles to +8.  For each line/cluster the B-mode data is summed and squared, and 

the receive beam that gives the largest value is selected, and saved in the phase profile 

array, phaseArray0.  This profile is then detrended and interpolated to each RX and TX 

position, and the beamformer delays are updated.  This process is either iterated a preset 

number of times, or can be set to stop when speckle brightness fails to increase.   

SSB_CORRECT(); File: VM_MSG.cpp 
RC VMachine::SSB_correct() { 
 VMParams *params; 

int line,nSamps, sampleStart,phase,nFrames,frame,nL ines,nPhases, 
sample,new_seg; 

 double maxSum; 
 int i,j,k,iter; 
 char *path1; 
 unsigned int *sbData; 
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 signed short *phaseArray0,*rxDelays0,*txDelays0; 
 double *rxInterp, *txInterp, *detPhaseArray; 
 double profMean,curB; 
 signed short maxPhase; 
 int VStoreMem, VSSize; 
 int offset,corCount,corLine,eltmp,count; 
 double clk0,clk1,clk2; 
 double *phaseMultiplier, meanP; 
 double planeCoeffs[3]={0.0,0.0,0.0}; 
 unsigned char brightInc=1; 
 double meanBright=0.0, lastMeanBright=0.0; 
 FILE *fp; 
 u32 dat1,addr; 
 VStoreMem=0x20000000; 
 VSSize=   0x04000000; 
 nLines=221; 
 nPhases=16; 
 offset=16; // this is an offset of 5mm 
 nSamps=32; // 32.4756 samples / cm 
 sampleStart = 98; // start at 35.1032 mm, ends at 44.96 mm 
 clk0=(double) clock(); 
 sbData=(unsigned int*)malloc(sizeof(unsigned int)* nPhases); 
 phaseMultiplier=(double *)malloc(sizeof(double)*nP hases); 
 phaseArray0=(signed short*)malloc(sizeof(signed sh ort)*nLines); 
 detPhaseArray=(double*)malloc(sizeof(double)*nLine s); 
 rxInterp=(double*)malloc(sizeof(double)*256); 
 txInterp=(double*)malloc(sizeof(double)*512); 
 rxDelays0=(signed short*)malloc(sizeof(signed shor t)*256); 
 txDelays0=(signed short*)malloc(sizeof(signed shor t)*512); 
  
 stop(); 
 new_seg=0; 
 if(orig_xducer==1){ 
  record_id2(30); 
  stop(); 
 } 
 
 /* zero out the xEcho variables*/ 
 for( count=0;count<256; count++){ 
  rxEcho[count]=0; 
  txEcho[count*2]=0; 
  txEcho[count*2+1]=0; 
 } 
 fp=fopen("C:\\timer.txt","wt"); 
 fprintf(fp,"timer file\n"); 
 fclose(fp); 
 
 printf("starting\n"); 
 fflush(stdout); 
   
 iter=0; 
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//while(brightInc&&(iter<10)){ //if you want to do it until 
brightness decreases 

 while(iter<2){ // doing 2 on this one  
  printf("on iter %i\n",iter); 
   force_record_id30(); 
  stop(); 
  
  if(iter==0){ 
   /*get phase Normalizations*/ 
   for(count=0;count<nPhases;count++){ 
    phaseMultiplier[count]=0.0; 
   } 
   fp=fopen("normMat.dat","wb"); 
   for(line=nLines; line<256;line++){ 

for(sample=sampleStart;sample< 
(sampleStart+nSamps); sample++){ 

     for(phase=0;phase<4;phase++){ 
addr= VStoreMem + (new_seg * 

VSSize) + (line<<13) + 
(sample <<4) + phase*4; 

HAL_read_bus_BE(addr, &dat1); 
fwrite( &dat1, 4,1,fp); 
phaseMultiplier[phase*4]+= 

(double)(((dat1)%(0x100))*((d
at1)%(0x100))); 

phaseMultiplier[phase*4+1]+= 
(double)(((dat1>>8)%(0x100))*
((dat1>>8 )%(0x100))); 

phaseMultiplier[phase*4+2]+= 
(double)(((dat1>>16)%(0x100))
*((dat1>>16)%(0x100))); 

phaseMultiplier[phase*4+3]+= 
(double)(((dat1>>24)%(0x100))
*((dat1>>24)%(0x100))); 

     }   
    } 
   } 
   fclose(fp); 
   meanP=0.0; 
   for(phase=0; phase<nPhases; phase++){ 
    meanP += phaseMultiplier[phase] /16.0;   
   } 
   for(phase=0;phase<nPhases; phase++){ 

phaseMultiplier[phase] = meanP/ 
phaseMultiplier[phase]; 

   } 
   fp=fopen("phsMult.dat","wb"); 
   fwrite( phaseMultiplier,sizeof(double),16,fp); 
   fclose(fp); 
  } 
  meanBright=0.0; 
  sprintf(path1,"C:\\sbgate%02i.dat",iter); 
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  if((fp=fopen(path1,"wb"))==NULL){ 
   printf("could not open 'ssbgate%02i.dat.'\n",ite r); 
   perror(""); 
   screen_pause(); 
  } 
/* MOVING-STATIC DIFFERENCE START*/ 
  /* grab frame of data get data*/ 
  for(line=0; line<nLines; line++){ 
   /* zero out the phase by phase data*/ 
   for(phase=0;phase<nPhases;phase++){ 
    sbData[phase]=0; 
   } 

for(sample=sampleStart; sample<(sampleStart+nSamps) ; 
sample++){ 

    /* each datum is 1 byte, but read 4 at a time*/  
    for(phase=0; phase<4; phase++){ 

addr= VStoreMem + (new_seg * VSSize) + 
(line<<13) + (sample <<4) + 
phase*4; 

HAL_read_bus_BE(addr, &dat1); 
fwrite( &dat1, 4,1,fp); 
/* square, then sum the data*/ 
sbData[phase*4  ]+= (((dat1    

)%(0x100))*((dat1%(0x100))); 
sbData[phase*4+1]+= (((dat1>>8 )%(0x100)) 

*((dat1>>8 )%(0x100))); 
sbData[phase*4+2]+= 

(((dat1>>16)%(0x100))* 
((dat1>>16)%(0x100))); 

sbData[phase*4+3]+= 
(((dat1>>24)%(0x100))*((dat1>>24)%(
0x100))); 

    } 
   } 
/* MOVING-STATIC DIFFERENCE END*/ 
   /*find max*/ 
   maxSum=((double) sbData[0]) * phaseMultiplier[0] ; 
   maxPhase=0; 
   for(phase=1; phase<nPhases; phase++){ 

if( ( curB= ((double)sbData[phase]) * 
phaseMultiplier[phase] ) > maxSum){ 

     
     maxSum=curB; 
     maxPhase=phase; 
    } 
   } 
   meanBright += (maxSum)/((double) nLines); 
  
   phaseArray0[line]=(maxPhase-7); /* Subtract 7, p hase 

* 7 is 0 clock cycles*/ 
  } 
  fclose(fp); 
  /* write phaseArray*/ 
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  sprintf(path1,"C:\\prof%02i.dat",iter); 
  fp=fopen(path1,"wb"); 
  fwrite(phaseArray0,sizeof(signed short), nLines,f p); 
  fclose(fp); 
  clk1=(double)clock(); 
  fp=fopen("C:\\timer.txt","at"); 

fprintf(fp,"time to get phase array %02i:\t%f 
ms\n",iter,(clk1-
clk0)/(CLOCKS_PER_SEC/(double)1000.0)); 

  fclose(fp); 
 

//if(meanBright>lastMeanBright){ /*use this if you want to 
keep going until brightness decreases 

  if(1){ // doing 2iterations  
   clk1=(double)clock(); 
   printf("iteration %02i was a success\n",iter); 
   fflush(stdout); 
   brightInc=1; 
   lastMeanBright=meanBright;/*update Last mean  
    *Brightness*/ 
   /*detrend*/ 
    
   for(i=0;i<3;i++){ 
    planeCoeffs[i]=0; 
    for(j=0;j<nLines;j++){ 

planeCoeffs[i]+= detAAtA[i*nLines+j]* 
phaseArray0[j]; 

} 
   } 
   sprintf(path1,"C:\\pCoeff%02i.dat",iter); 
   fp=fopen(path1,"wb"); 
   fwrite(planeCoeffs,sizeof(double),3,fp); 
   fclose(fp); 
 
   for(i=0;i<nLines;i++){ 

detPhaseArray[i]= phaseArray0[i]-
posvec[0*nLines+i]*planeCoeffs[0] - 
posvec[1*nLines+i]*planeCoeffs[1] - 
planeCoeffs[2]; 

   } 
   sprintf(path1,"C:\\dprof%02i.dat",iter); 
   fp=fopen(path1,"wb"); 
   fwrite(detPhaseArray,sizeof(double),nLines,fp); 
   fclose(fp); 

 /* interpolate the profile to the TX and RX positi ons   
*-- used bi-linear interpolation*/ 

   /* RX*/ 
   for(i=0;i<256;i++){ 
    rxInterp[i]=0; 
    for(j=0;j<interporder[i*5];j++){ 

rxInterp[i] += 
(detPhaseArray[interporder[i*5+j+1]
])/ ((double)interporder[i*5]); 
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    } 
    rxDelays0[i]=round(rxInterp[i]); 
   } 
   sprintf(path1,"rxDel%02i.dat",iter); 
   fp=fopen(path1,"wb"); 
   fwrite(rxDelays0,sizeof(short),256,fp); 
   fclose(fp); 
   /*TX*/ 
   for(i=0;i<448;i++){ 
    if(txInterpMat[i*6]){ /*then it's found in RX  
     * coords*/ 

txInterp[i]=rxInterp[txInterpMat[i*6   
+2] ]; 

    } 
    else if(txInterpMat[i*6+1]){ /* then it's  
     * between two elements vertically or  
     * horizontally */ 

txInterp[i]=(rxInterp[txInterpMat[i*6+2]] 
+ rxInterp[txInterpMat[i*6+3]])/ 
2.0; 

    } 
    else{ /* it's between four elements */ 

txInterp[i]= (rxInterp[ 
txInterpMat[i*6+2]]+ 
rxInterp[txInterpMat[i*6+3]] + 

 rxInterp[ txInterpMat[i*6+4]] + 
rxInterp[ txInterpMat[i*6+5]])/4.0; 

    } 
    txDelays0[i]=round(txInterp[i]);   
   } 
   for(i=448;i<512;i++){ 
    txDelays0[i]=0; 
   } 
   sprintf(path1,"txDel%02i.dat",iter); 
   fp=fopen(path1,"wb"); 
   fwrite(txDelays0,sizeof(short),512,fp); 
   fclose(fp); 
   stop(); 
     
   /* it was a success, so UPDATE ACQUISTION DELAYS */ 
   update_acq_delays(rxDelays0, txDelays0);  
    
   /* it was a success, so update the Echo arrays*/  
   for (i=0;i<256;i++){ 
    rxEcho[i]    +=rxDelays0[i]; 
    txEcho[i*2]  +=txDelays0[i*2]; 
    txEcho[i*2+1]+=txDelays0[i*2+1]; 
   }  
   sprintf(path1,"rxEcho%02i.dat",iter); 
   fp=fopen(path1,"wb"); 
   fwrite(rxEcho,sizeof(signed short),256,fp); 
   fclose(fp); 
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   sprintf(path1,"txEcho%02i.dat",iter); 
   fp=fopen(path1,"wb"); 
   fwrite(txEcho,sizeof(signed short),512,fp); 
   fclose(fp); 
 
   clk2=(double)clock();     
   fp=fopen("C:\\timer.txt","at"); 

fprintf(fp,"interp,write,&upd.Acq iter=%02i:\t%f 
ms\n",iter,(clk2-clk1)/ 
(CLOCKS_PER_SEC/(double)1000.0)); 

   fclose(fp); 
 
  }else{ 

printf("iteration %02i didn't increase 
brightness\n",iter); 

   fflush(stdout); 
 
   brightInc=0; 
  } 
 
  /* increment Iteration */ 
  iter++;  
 } 
 
 /* update the echo delays*/ 
 clk1=(double)clock(); 
 update_Echo_delays(); 
 
 for( count=0;count<256;count++){ 
  rxAcq[count]    =rxEcho[count]; 
  txAcq[count*2]  =txEcho[count*2]; 
  txAcq[count*2+1]=txEcho[count*2+1]; 
 } 
 
 clk2=(double) clock(); 
 fp=fopen("C:\\timer.txt","at"); 
 fprintf(fp,"update_Echo_delays():\t%f\n",(clk2-

clk1)/(CLOCKS_PER_SEC/(double)1000.0)); 
 fclose(fp); 
 
 free(sbData); 
 free(phaseArray0); 
 free(detPhaseArray); 
 free(rxInterp); 
 free(txInterp); 
 free(rxDelays0); 
 free(txDelays0); 
 free(phaseMultiplier); 
  
 return RC_OK; 
} 
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B.2 Moving-Target Speckle Brightness Scan-Release 

The following are the changes made to the Volumetrics scanner’s real-time code 

to enable moving-target speckle brightness phase aberration correction.  Upon hitting 

the Correct Scan button, the system runs the routine MSB_correct( ).  This process 

computes the difference between two frame’s B-mode values, then squares and sums 

them as above.  The code is identical to SSB_correct( ), save for the are between 

“/*MOVING-STATIC DIFFERENCE START*/” and “/*MOVING-STATIC 

DIFFERENCE END*/,” which has the following code instead.   

MSB_CORRECT(); File VM_MSG.cpp 
/* grab frame of data*/ 
/*get data*/ 
for(line=0; line<nLines; line++){ 
 for(sample=sampleStart; sample<(sampleStart+nSamps ); sample++){ 
  /* each datum is 1 byte, but read 4 at a time*/ 
  for(phase=0; phase<4; phase++){ 
   addr= VStoreMem + (new_seg * VSSize) + (line<<13 ) +  
    (sample <<4) + phase*4; 
   HAL_read_bus_BE(addr, &dat1); 
   fwrite( &dat1, 4,1,fp); 
 
   baseIndex=line*(nPhases*nSamps)+(sample-sampleSt art)*  
    (nPhases)+phase*4; 
   bMode[baseIndex  ]= (dat1    )%(0x100); 
   bMode[baseIndex+1]= (dat1>>8 )%(0x100); 
   bMode[baseIndex+2]= (dat1>>16)%(0x100); 
   bMode[baseIndex+3]= (dat1>>24)%(0x100); 
  } 
 } 
}   
fclose(fp); 
  
force_record_id30(); 
stop(); 
 
sprintf(path1,"C:\\sbgat2%02i.dat",iter); 
if((fp=fopen(path1,"wb"))==NULL){ 
 printf("could not open 'ssbgat2%02i.dat.'\n",iter) ; 
 perror(""); 
 screen_pause(); 
} 
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for(line=0; line<nLines; line++){ 
 /* zero out the phase by phase data*/ 
 for(phase=0;phase<nPhases;phase++){ 
  sbData[phase]=0; 
 } 
 for(sample=sampleStart; sample<(sampleStart+nSamps ); sample++){ 
  /* each datum is 1 byte, but read 4 at a time*/ 
  for(phase=0; phase<4; phase++){ 
  addr= VStoreMem + (new_seg * VSSize) + (line<<13)  + (sample  
   <<4) + phase*4; 
  HAL_read_bus_BE(addr, &dat1); 
  fwrite( &dat1, 4,1,fp); 
  baseIndex=line*(nPhases*nSamps)+(sample-sampleSta rt)  
   *(nPhases)+phase*4; 
  bMode[baseIndex  ]-= (dat1    )%(0x100); 
  bMode[baseIndex+1]-= (dat1>>8 )%(0x100); 
  bMode[baseIndex+2]-= (dat1>>16)%(0x100); 
  bMode[baseIndex+3]-= (dat1>>24)%(0x100); 
  meanBright+=((double) ((dat1)%(0x100)))/(16.0)/ 

((double)nLines) /((double) nSamps); 
  meanBright+=((double)((dat1>>8)%(0x100)))/(16.0)/  

((double)nLines)/((double) nSamps); 
  meanBright+=((double)((dat1>>16)%(0x100)))/(16.0) / 

((double)nLines)/((double) nSamps); 
  meanBright+=((double)((dat1>>24)%(0x100)))/(16.0) / 

((double)nLines)/((double) nSamps); 
  /* square, then sum the data*/ 
  sbData[phase*4  ]+= bMode[baseIndex  ]*bMode[base Index  ]; 
  sbData[phase*4+1]+= bMode[baseIndex+1]*bMode[base Index+1]; 
  sbData[phase*4+2]+= bMode[baseIndex+2]*bMode[base Index+2]; 
  sbData[phase*4+3]+= bMode[baseIndex+3]*bMode[base Index+3]; 
 } 
} 
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